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Crandall: PCM
Patrick: Data services
Large: MTS solutions
Marshall: Choosing equalizers
Taylor: Leakage limits

The

TEN DEMANDMENTS
With the FCC's intensified enforcement of signal leakage limits, you can't afford
questionable quality or erratic sensitivity in aleakage detector for your system.
That's why it pays to heed our Ten Demandments
and not simply settle for any leakage detector.

Demand High Sensitivity.

Demand "Standards," not "Accessories."

You'll need all you can get, so demand the
detector with -86 dBmV sensitivity.

Be sure you get all necessary equipment—
anear-field probe, tuned dipole antenna, AC
charger/adapter, headphones, and 50-hr.rated rechargeable batteries—as standard.

Demand Ease of Use.
Make sure it's lightweight and portable.
With simple controls. And no separate

Demand Quick Delivery.
Be sure you can get your detectors in a
matter of weeks—not months.

transmitter required for operation.

Demand Quality.

Demand the Tracer.

With proven reliability. Documented field
success. Plus support from a major US
CATV/electronics company.

Don't take chances with either the FCC or
with any other detector. Demand the only
leakage/detector that can meet the Ten
Demandments. Demand The Tracer.

Demand Full Frequency Capability.
Be sure you can choose adetector for any
channel frequency—from 54-300 MHz.

Demand Metered Readings.
For quantifiable results and measurements—
not just basic "leakage/no leakage" indications.

Demand Frequency Trim Adjustment.
From a front-panel control. For accurate
readings of the exact frequency you're
tracking, not a"nearby" frequency.

Demand Audible Tone Alarms.

For more information, or a demonstration at your

For fast tracking and location-sensing. With
apleasant, non-abrasive tone.

representative, or call (201) 287-3200.

11ITEK
Quality and Innovation

system's offices, contact your nearest VITEK sales

Vitek Electronics, Inc. 901 South Ave, P.O. Box ill, Horseheads, NY 14845, (607) 796-2611/2
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SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA IS
A COAX MANUFACTURER
YOU SHOULD KNOW

You've known us as abroadband communications leader. We've built astrong
reputation for quality and excellence in
the manufacture of high'y sophisticated
electronics. And in cable television, satellite communications and private cable
our name is known as the standard of
comparison. Yet, for all that, our expertise as amanufacturer of coax with over
15 years experience in the industry is
not nearly as well known.
It should be. though. Scientific-Atlanta
coaxial cable—like all our products—is
subject to rigid engineering and manu
facturing standards. And we've used
those standards to design cable to fit
any need.
Our GID-3 trunk and distribution
aluminum sheath coax gives superior
performance in aerial and underground
applications. We have awide selection

of RG-59, RG-11 and RG-6 bonded drop
cables for all private and commercial
uses. And for any applications where
cable has to bend without compromÈing performance, Scientific-Atlanta
Cableflex is the ideal choice.
Like all Scientific-Atlanta producn,,
our coaxial cable performs because ir?e
perform. Every reel of cable is quality
tested to meet industry standards. Then
it's tagged so it can be traced and identified after it leaves our facilities.
Delivery and service are two more
reasons to buy Scientific-Atlanta coaxial
cable. A trained staff of service representatives can be reached at the factory
toll-free to answer any questions. Our
fleet of trucks and our fully-stocked warehouse can be depended on for coax :n
ahurry.
Scientific-Atlanta customers get the
right coax, right when they need it. And
they get it at the right price, too. All our
cable is competitively priced with any
other on the market.

So, the next. time yuu need coax
for any broadband communications
applications, get it where you know
the quality and service are what you
expect. Get :t from the "unknown" coax
company you've known all along.
Scientific-Atlanta.
For more information call: 800-5283211. Or. send in the coupon below.
Iwant to know more about Scientific-AtInnta
coaxial cable

Name
Company
Title_
Address
City
Zip

State
Phone(

)

Have asales representative contad me

CED 5,85 _J
Mail ta Scientfic-Atianta. Department AR,
P.O. Box 135`)27 Atlanta GA 30348
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Joseph Stern

S ome

in the industry refer to Joseph Stern as
the godfather of the broadband modem.
Many know he also holds apatent for the first addressable tap. Visionary, perhaps, but his 43 years
in the business also have taught him to be practical
—to look for black ink, not just blue sky.
Stern began his career as acommunications engineer at RCA, Melpar, and in the Army Signal Corps.
From there he went to CBS, where he worked in
cable as well as broadcasting. "I was vice president
of engineering in the television services division in
the 1950s when CBS was part owner of cable systems in 12 Canadian cities. It was my responsibility
to be the technical manager of the cable investments," said Stern. "I had a wonderful time
throughout these jobs," said Stern. "We built 25 TV
and FM facilities all over the world. We built aTV network in Venezuela, astudio facility in Buenos
Aires and the TV network in Israel. It was great but Igot to the point where Ineeded something different."
And with that, after 26 years with CBS, he resigned and started his own business. Stern Telecommunications Corp. is actively engaged in consulting for equipment manufacturers, private institutions, federal and municipal governments, cable TV operators, investment houses, banking institutions and specialized common carriers. Stern himself is anationally recognized authority on broadband communications and emerging technology.
''If Ihad aspecialty, it would be my involvement with the overall engineering in the cable system—
that is, making practical applications of designs and equipment that already existed. Whenever there
was aneed for something that didn't exist, Itried to make sure it happened. If /couldn't, Itried to find
someone else to design or build it."
For example, "1 have apatent on the first addressable tap, licensed to Delta Benco of Canada. The
"Intelligent Tap" was aresponse to the need for protection against theft of the cable system's product
and the need to simplify system operations.
this is still one of his major concerns. Stem has been championing off-premises devices since 1973,
along with cost effective two-way cable. He also served as chairman of the bi-directional cable system
group for the FCC Cable Technical Advisory Committee.
"I've been encouraging use of two-way cable, institutional services and off-premises control. Iguess
those are the three things I've talked about most regularly. Wendall Bailey once asked if Iwas going to
give my annual lecture on off-premise addressability. I've talked about that at so many NCTA conventions that it almost seems like aroad show," he chuckled.
Since Stern started with cable, he has either spoken at, been amoderator for, or chaired asession at
every NCTA convention. He's still exhilarated by the growth he has seen in cable. "But it's time for regrouping," he stated. "I look at the cable business as avery sound and stable method of delivering service to homes and institutions, and now it needs more solid financial analysis and marketing. Cable TV
is in place and will keep its place as one deliverer of entertainment and services."
For those new engineers who will help cable, Stern advises, "Take agood look at how the system was
designed and why it was designed that way. Try to reduce the amount of equipment and maintenance
required while improving the quality of transmission." The goal is to achieve amore cost-effective system while delivering services the subscriber wants."
For the next decade, the cable industry will undergo many changes. But, according to Stern, it needs
to be amaturing—not agrowth. "I think many of the blue sky claims of what cable could and should do
are interesting approaches, but not practical business reality. We must look at the best way to use our
cable and its two-way bandwidth because there is another provider of services—the telephone—in the
same homes, on the same poles, that can do some of the things we want to do even better and cheaper.
The industry needs to shake down to apoint where it is providing service cost effectively."
—Kathy Berlin
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HOW TO
TAKE THE
RECALL OUT
OF THE INSTA
Belden's drop cable with DUOBOND PLUSTM shield helps you
prevent costly call-backs. It's also the most shield-effective drop
cable in the CATV industry.
Easier termination for maximum shielding integrity.
The DUOBOND PLUS shield
features afoil/braid/foil construction with ashorting fold in
the outermost foil which provides superior shielding effectiveness to typical 4-layer shield
constructions. The transfer impedance graph demonstrates
this effectiveness.
The added benefit is easier termination. This means less
chance for error, resulting in
greater shielding integrity and
reliability. It also means fewer

Belden's unique shield protection.

call-backs, lower operating
expenses and more satisfied
subscribers.
Cables with the DUOBOND
PLUS shield require only half
the steps for termination than
4-shield cables. Because it's
less bulky, more flexible and its
outer foil is bonded to the jacket,
stripping and connectorizing are
much simpler tasks. You can
minimize your connector inventory to one size connector and
one crimp tool.
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Solid copper covered
steel conductor
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Duobond Plus shield
with shorting told

Duobond I
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Cellular
polyethylene core

The inner foil of the DUOBOND Drop cables with the DUOPLUS shield is bonded directly BOND PLUS shield are availto the core. Foil pushback and
able in RG59, RG6 and RG11
signal leakage problems are
constructions—messengered,
eliminated. Protection from
non-messengered, dual and
shielding degradation is elimiflooded versions. All cables are
nated during installation—where 100% sweep tested from 5to
most shielding problems occur. 450 MHz with aminimum return
loss of 23db for RG59 and 26db
The unique
for RG6.
shorting fold
in the outer
foil of the
DUOBOND
PLUS shield
provides
Belden's exclusive
metal-toshorting fold
metal contact
for improved isolation. Traditional overlapping foils fail to
reduce slot radiation as
effectively.

When it comes to shielding
effectiveness and ease of termination, there is no equal to
Belden in the CATV industry.
Take the recall out of your
install. Call Belden today for
more information and afree
CATV catalog. Belden Electronic Wire and Cable, P.O. Box
1980, Richmond, IN 47375.
Phone: 317-983-5200.
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A Final Note on CLI
By Archer S. Taylor,
Malarkey-Taylor Associates

T

he Cumulative Leakage Index (CLI),
described in the FCC Second Report
and Order, is a new feature based directly on the procedures used by the
FCC Advisory Committee in 1979 for
ground-based measurements. At that
time, FCC engineers measured signal
leakage in four ways: 1) by fly-over in
the airspace above the system, 2) on the
ground with professional field intensity
meter and calibrated dipole at 10 feet
from both the cable and the ground, 3)
by means of the peak reading meter of
a Sniffer leak detecting receiver with
vertical whip antenna, at 108.625 MHz
and 4) by utilizing the same automated
narrowband digital equipment on the
ground as was used for the fly-over.
The Second Report and Order calls
for leakage measurements to be made
either by fly-over, as specified in
Section 76.611(a)(2), or by any groundbased measurement technique that can
be calibrated approximately in terms of
field intensity in microvolts per meter
at 10 feet. The accompanying chart,
based on Figure H.1 in the Report of the
Advisory Committee, is the calibration
chart for the Sniffer used by the
Committee in 1979, showing leakdetector meter readings against field
intensity measured at 10 feet. As nearly
as Icould determine, the Sniffer
monopole antenna was located on the
roof of the vehicle which was driven
"under the cable plant" for leak
detection purposes. Although the
distance between the leak and the
Sniffer antenna varied considerably
from 10 feet, the data in the calibration
chart were obtained while the vehicle
was relatively close to the pole line. The
variations in distance were roughly
averaged out by drawing asmooth
curve through the scattered data.
Section 76.614 requires that the
monitoring system be capable of
detecting leaks producing field
strength of 20 microvolts per meter or
greater at 10 feet. Evidently, the Sniffer
8IMay 1985

in 1979 would not meet that
requirement. However, the current
Sniffer II and the Wavetek CR-113 appear
to be capable of meeting this
specification at distances up to 70 feet
or more. Moreover, in the new MM
Docket 85-38, FCC proposes to raise the
cable leakage limits to 50 microvolts per
meter at 10 feet.
Discussions with FCC staff indicate
that, for CLI purposes, the field
intensity of leaks can be estimated
properly on the basis of acalibration
chart prepared by each operator for the
particular leak detectors used, similar
CALIBRATION CHART
(Source: Fig. M.1 Flom Ri.port of In, Advisory Committee
on Signal Leakege. November 1979)
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facility used by the Advisory Committee
to the chart developed by the Advisory
Committee. Other ways to accomplish
this result with comparable accuracy
also may be acceptable.
Regardless of how fearsome the rules
may appear in print, however, it is my
understanding that the intent is to
assure that areasonably conscientious
effort will be made to detect and
promptly repair leaks. The operative
word is "conscientious," not "precise."
Remember, also, that only
unrepaired leaks can contribute to the
CU. If all leaks recorded in the log have
been repaired, large or small,
representing at least 75 percent
coverage in areasonably short time
period, the CLI will be zero.
Compliance with the CLI criterion then
could be certified without any
measurements other than those
necessary to determine that each leak
had, in fact, been corrected.
No period of time is specified in the
rules over which leakage fields are to
be accumulated. The CLI must
represent the condition of at least 75
percent of the total system mileage.
Underground and backyard easements
as well as streetside aerial plant must be
included in the total mileage. Although
"random" coverage may be used for
quarterly monitoring, systematic
coverage should be used at least once a
year for the CLI determination.
The al may, indeed, prove
burdensome for some older systems
with unsleeved connectors, 60 percent
braid drops, pressure taps and Fconnectors with the 1/8-inch crimp
ring, and may be areal problem in
multiple dwelling units. It is, of course,
the correction of just such leaky
systems that the rules are designed to
achieve.
For well-constructed systems with
sleeved connectors and improved drop
cable and connectors, leaks should be
relatively rare. Monitoring will be
routine. Repairing large leaks should be
given first priority. Smaller leaks also
should be repaired promptly, but they
are unlikely to accumulate beyond the
CLI limit. CED
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EARTH STATION RECEIVER

THE DRAKE PROFESSIONALS
Thousands of CATV, SMATV,
and broadcast operators
everywhere have placed
their trust in DRAKE's
professional equipment —
and for good reason. Our
name has beer synonymous
with excellence and reliability
in the commun cations field
for many, many years.
And this proud tradtion
continues with our
professional VM2410
Modiulator and ESR2240
Eartn Station F.ec&ver.
Operated together or
separately, the VM2410 and
ESR2240 are an unbeatable
choice for solid dependability
and pe-formance.

The DRAKE VM2410
Modulator
VV¡th the Drake VM2410 a
single modulator provides 60
chanrel frequency agi ity. A
simple push of a button will
set the VM2410 output to any
VHF Broadcast, Mid-Band,
Super-Band and Ultra-Band
channel up to 400 MHz The
VM2410 also features video
low pass and IF SAW filtering
for reliable operation in the
most crowded systems. A full
57 dBmV output ensures
maximum performance.

The DRAKE ESR2240
Earth Station Receiver
A true step ahead in design
technology. Some of the
ESR2240's outstanding
features include fully
synthesized tran:sponder and
subcarner selection, block
down conversion with our
BDC-24 Block Converter or
LNB, IF loop-through for
easy multiple receiver
installation, SAW filtering, for
maximuim interference
rejection and adjacent
channel performance, fuit
signal metering on front
panel — and much more.

When the bottom line is reliability, long-term service,
and simple peace of mind — demand a DRAKE!
Call or write us today for more
information.

R. L. DRAKE COMPANY
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DRAKE

540 Richard St.. Miamisburg, Ohio 45342. USA
Phone: (513) 866-2421 •Telex: 288-017
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Cable ë5
LaWegas: June 2-5

Signal Leakage: John Wong, FCC; Ted
Hartson, Cap Cities; Bob Dickinson,
E-Com; John Ward, Comcast; William
Horniller, Jerrold; Ralph Haller, FCC.
Questions and answers about the new
leakage laws.
PPV/Addressability: Graham Stubbs,
Oak; Semir Sirazi, Zenith; Michael
Ermolovich, Jerrold; A.E. Hospador,
Jerrold; Tony Wechselberger, Oak.
Profit possibilities, control channels,
remote hubs.
Off-premises: Richard Kearns, Times
Fiber; Joseph Preschutti, AM CATV;
Nancy Kowalski, Jerrold; James Van
Cleave, Jerrold; John Simons, Times
Fiber; W. Sherwood Campbell, ATC.
System design, cost models, powering,
star networks.
Tests/Measurements: Dom Stasi, MTV
Networks, Lance Katzfey, Oak; Ed
Mitchell, Jerrold; William Kostka, Gill
Cable; Michael Ellis, Scientific-Atlanta;
Lamar West, S-A. Testing, sweeping
second order distortion, CTB, X-mod,
feedforward thermal characteristics.
Cable Stereo: Joe Van Loan, Viacom;
Tom Stutz, Jerrold; William Thomas,
ATC; Sruki Switzer; Arthur Vigil, Oak;
Alex Best, S-A. MIS and headheads,
digital audio, MIS overview, program
distribution.
Fiber Optics: Brian Garrett, M/A-Com;
Pieter Kerstens, Philips; Robert Hoss,
Warner Amex; Michael Carr,
Compucon; Jim Chiddix, Oceanic
Cablevision; Lawrence Engdahl, Times
Fiber. Supertrunking, private networks,
analog/digital trade-offs, lessons from
the Alameda build.
Cable-compatible Issues: Dave Large,
Gill Cable; Joseph Stern, Stern
Telecommunications; Larry Brown,
Pioneer; Geoffrey Gates, Cox Cabe;
James Cherry, Oak; Walt Ciciora, ATC.
Interface devices, terminal
compatibility, the new consumer
environment, master-slave terminals,
NCTA/EIA update.
Plant Design: Bill Riker, SCIE; Richard
Thayer, Times Fiber; Robert
Blumenkranz, Jerrold; Stanley Moote,
Leitch Video; Dave Atman, Lindsay
Specialty Products; Paul Brooks, United
Artists. Feedforward amp design, cable
12/May 1985

"Wendall seems abit. ..eager!"
attenuation, baseband video
synchronization, CAD/CAM, mapping
and maintenance tips.
Customer Service: Larry Janes, ATC;
Sharon Thompson, Warner Amex;
Richard Clevenger, Cox Cable; Fritz
Baker, Viacom; Gregg Nydegger,
Cardinal Communications; Jim
VanKoughnet, Manitoba Telephone.
Total customer service, call
measurement, status monitoring,
service calls.
Signal Relay: Scott Tipton, HBO; Peter
Vogt, Hughes Microwave; Preston
White, S-A; Ned Mountain, Wegener;
T.M. Straus, Hughes Microwave.
Predistortion in AML, CAD of TVRO
stations, transponder operation with
video and multiple subcarriers, system
design trade-offs.
Digital Transmission: Archer Taylor;
Niraj Jain, Philips; Franc Stratton,
Viacom; Gregory Baxes, ATC; Tony
Wechselberger, Oak. Two-way systems,
packet-switching, line segmentation
scrambling, encryption fundamentals.
Vital Statistics: Advance registration
ends May 10. Call (202) 775-3606 for
details. Eleven sessions in total, 18
hours of information, 50 technical
papers. Over 60 system engineers,
manufacturers, designers and
consultants. First-hand information
from top FCC officials on the new
leakage rules. Technical papers will be
available for sale at the show—and the
volume includes papers not presented
during sessions as well. Discount prices
available on bulk sales.

Splitting wires
The March 1985 issue of CED featured
an article on "Cable Isolation" by Dr.
Raymond Capek. Since members of my
staff were involved in some of the
testing of the device described by Dr.
Capek, Iwas especially interested in his
article.
There appears to be an error in the
article that should be corrected in the
interest of accuracy and safety. Dr.
Capek states that awire not smaller
than #18 must be run between the
cable ground and the power ground.
However, a#18 will not satisfy the NEC
code requirements for abonding
jumper. At section 820-22, sub h, the
Code requires abonding jumper not
smaller than #6 copper or equivalent.
Kenneth Foster
Chief, Telecommunications Division
New York State Commission on CATV

CED would like to hear from you. Please
send your letters to: Editor, CED, 600
Grant Street, Suite 600, Denver, Colo.
80203.

Wendell Bailey
VP, Science & Technology
NCTA
Communications Engineering & Design
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More standard features
and a new lower price make
Micro-BeamTM the top choice on the bottom line.
Channel Master's MicroBeamTM CARS-band microwave transmission system lets
you serve isolated pockets of
subcribers more cost-effectively than ever. More subcribers mean more revenue—and
Micro-BeamTM sends 52 channels up to 15 miles at the
lowest cost on the market.
Don't stop with price: compare what you GET for your
money. Channel Master backs

Micro-BeamTM with 24-hour
ON-SITE SERVICE for a full
year. Compare features, warranty, and service with any
other CARS-band cable bypass
system: you'll buy MicroBeamTM.

M ChannelMaster®
Division of Avnet, Inc.
Industrial Park Drive
Smithfield, North Carolina 27577
(919) 934-9711
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More bricks in your
fortress
During the 16th century, the skies over Japan frequently blackened with arrows and
rang with the clash of sword against sword as armies contended for supremacy on
the narrow eastern plains. The contending warlords built massive fortresses as
protection from their rivals.
All but one.
When asked why he hadn't built astronghold, Takeda Shingen responded, "The
people are the castle, the people are the walls, the people are the moat." Then, as
now, the technology is only part of the formula for success. Neglect the human
factor and everything is for nought.
So if you're still waffling about whether to attend the NCTA Convention June 2-5,
think about the 1,040 ways it can increase your MTBF. Better hardware is one way.
Better skills is the other.
For starters, at Cable '85 you'll find more than 50 original technical papers, written
expressly for this show by some of the top talent in our industry, tackling today's
issues and tomorrow's.
Issues like signal leakage, off-premises systems, cable-delivered stereo, cablecompatible TVs and VCRs, plant design, customer service, signal relay and fiber
optics.
In short, how to do it and what it means. What it can do for or to you. Practical,
bottom-line stuff.
More reasons: 990 minutes worth of sessions based on the technical papers—and
achance to ask that question you've been wanting an answer to.
And awild card: alive videoconference between top management at the IEEE
Consumer Electronics Show in Chicago and cable CEOs on the cable-compatible
issue.
And don't worry about missing sessions because you're touring the exhibits11 1/
2 prime-time hours have been set aside just for that purpose.
Of course, as technical managers, you will be interested in the management
sessions as well. This year they'll focus on the impact of deregulation and how to
plot acourse through the new waters.
Put another brick in your fortress. Call (202) 775-3606 for details.
And on the subject of lessons, picture this: Your skis perch over acornice. Below
you stretches amogul field littered with obstructions the size of Volkswagons—the
slope so steep it looks convex. Slashing wind, swirling snow. You hesitate. Nervous?
You bet.
Miss acouple of turns and your speed will be blinding. Sure, skill plays an
important part in your descent. But the outcome often is decided before you make
the lunge and accelerate into the first turn. Why? Because your physical responses
will mirror your attitude. If you don't attack—if you're timid—you won't ski well.
The bottom line: In business as in skiing, technique isn't enough. Ya gotta go for
it.
Case in point: Starcom Inc., asmart, heads-up private cable MS0 specializing in
hotel systems. Ayear ago, they acquired their first contract. Now they've got 13
systems up and contracts for 40 more in 26 states. They've got the technique: selling
basic and premium programming as well as teleconferencing services.
It's agrowing, well-managed company that understands its basic business well.
And they didn't get there by hanging back. They attacked the hill. I'd watch them.
I'd also learn from their example: not just technology—will.

Denver International Thomson Communications
Inc., 600 Grant Street, Suite 600, Denver, CO 80203 or- P.O. Box 5208 T.A., Denver, CO 80217, (303) 8600111.
Washington Bureau 1625 IStreet, Suite 615,
Washington, D.C. 20006, (202)835-0900.
New York Bureau 101 Park Avenue, Fourth Floor,
New York, N.Y. 10178, (212)661-7410.
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THE STEREO STORM.
COME THROUGH I
TI
NONE PIECE.
ALL SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA
CONVERTERS ARE STEREO
READY. WITHOUT ADD-ONS.
Stereo looms on the horizon. With
stereo broadcasts beginning and
stereo television sets already available, the storm of public demand
has begun. And some hard business
decisions are going to have to be
made. Stereo ready ScientificAtlanta 8500 Series converters will
make your decisions easy. When
stereo hits full force, you'll be ready.
Scientific-Atlanta 8500 Series
converters are ready right now.
Competitors are offering adeluge of
other options; stopgap attempts
that may or may not suffice. And
they're all expensive. Sidecars, for
example-extra equipment and
extra expense-are necessary for
some converters to pass stereo.

Most baseband units need sidecar
additions for all signals. Some converters, when they're fixed internally, will pass stereo. Of course
that'll take aservice call, time and
money.
Scientific-Atlanta 8500 Series
converters need no extra add-ons.
They're stereo ready right now and
they always have been. They give
you stereo in one piece with no
increase in price. That's avery good
reason to buy Scientific-Atlanta.
There are plenty of others.
The 8500 Series-8520 programmable, 8530 programmable with
descrarnbling and 8550 addressable-enjoys areputation for quality, signal security and reliability
unmatched in the industry. Plus,
Scientific-Atlanta backs them all
with atwo year warranty! There's no

better warranty in the business.
Scientific-Atlanta and the stereo
storm. We've seen it coming for
some time now. We've prepared
for it, so you can prepare. When it
hits, just come in out of the rain
and enjoy the show.
Call (404) 925-5057 for more
information or send in the coupon
below.
Iwant to be ready when the storm hits.
Please send me information on ScientificAtlanta stereo ready converters.
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City
Slate
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Phone
s
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Have asales representative call me.
Mail to Scientific-Atlanta. PO. Box 105027
Dept. AR, Atlanta. GA 30348
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May
14-15: A Blonder-Tongue SMATV/MATV/CATV/TVRO technical seminar will be held at the Ramada Hotel Airport East in
Phoenix, Ariz. Contact Jim or Terry Umstead, (201) 679-4000.
21-23: C-COR Electronics Inc. will sponsor atechnical seminar
in Dallas. Contact Deb Cree, (814) 238-2461.

June
2-5: The National Cable Television Association's annual convention will be held at the Convention Center in Las Vegas,
Nev. Contact (202) 775-3550.
6-12: Montreux 1985, the 14th International Television Symposium and Technical Exhibition will be held in Montreux,
Switzerland. Write, P.O. Box 97, CH-1820 Montreux, Switzerland.
16-18: Annual Northeast Technical Seminar, sponsored by
the New York State Commission on Cable Television. Roaring
Brook Resort, Lake George, N.Y. Contact Bob Levy, (518) 4741324.
18-20: Jerrold Technical Seminar. Dallas, Texas. Contact Ann
PI
i
scof, (800) 523-6678.
19: The Delaware Valley Chapter of the Society of Cable Television Engineers will hold aseminar titled "Basic System Prevention Maintenance" at the Fiesta Motor Inn in Willow Grove,
Pa. Contact Beverly Zane, (215) 674-4800.

July
9-11: Jerrold Technical Seminar. Portland, Ore. Contact Ann
PI i
scof, (800) 523-6678.
10-12, 15-17: Magnavox Mobile Training Seminar. Detroit,

Mich. Contact Laurie Mancini, (800) 448-5171.
23-25: C-COR Electronics Inc. will sponsor atechnical seminar
in Boston, Mass. Contact Deb Cree, (814) 238-2461.

August
7-9, 12-14: Magnavox Mobile Training Seminar. Syracuse,
N.Y. Contact Laurie Mancini, (800) 448-5171.
13-15: Jerrold Technical Seminar. Minneapolis, Minn. Contact Ann Pliscof, (800) 523-6678.
21: The Delaware Valley Chapter of the Society of Cable Television Engineers will hold a seminar titled "FCC Rule Update/
Field-testing Procedures" at the Fiesta Motor Inn in Willow
Grove, Pa. Contact Beverly Zane, (215) 674-4800.

September
3-5: Jerrold Technical Seminar. Pittsburgh, Pa. Contact Ann
PI iscof, (800) 523-6678.
11-13, 16-18: Magnavox Mobile Training Seminar. Worcester,
Mass. Contact Laurie Mancini, (800) 448-5171.

October
2-4, 7-9: Magnavox Mobile Training Seminar. Atlantic City,
N.J. Contact Laurie Mancini, (800) 448-5171.
8-10: Jerrold Technical Seminar. Atlanta, Ga. Contact Ann
PI i
scof, (800) 523-6678.
16: The Delaware Valley Chapter of the Society of Cable Television Engineers will hold a seminar titled "Technical Management" at the Fiesta Motor Inn in Willow Grove, Pa. Contact
Beverly Zane, (215) 674-4800.

Does Your Cable System Have A Filtering Problem?
Need Help Today?
Call our Applications Engineers Now!
They can help you choose from over 800 CATV
filters, or they can quote you aspecial before you
hang up. How long will you have to wait? Delivery
is usually less than 10 days.

• Bandpass Filters
• Pay TV Traps and Tiering Filters
• Filter Networks for Multisubscriber Hookups
• Co-Channel Eliminators

C

,

• TVRO Interference Suppression Filters

0_

• CARS Band Filters & Traps
You don't have catalog C/84? This complete
product guide features over 800 filters and traps
for CATV/MATV/SMATV/TVRO. Call us for your
free copy today— and have it on hand when problems crop up. It's FREE!
DISTRIBUTORS WANTED!
Call Bill Bostick at our plant
toll free for more information

rag

MICROWAVE FILTER COMPANY, INC.

16/May 1985

Jean Dickinson will help you
select a standard filter—or
design aspecial for you.

Toll Free: 1-800-448-1666
Collect (NY/HI/AK/Canada): 315-437-3953
Reader Service Number 8

Free catalog C 84

6743 Kinne St.
E. Syracuse, N.Y. 13057
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Satisfaction
guaranteed.
We stand solidly behind every piece of cable equipment we sell.

Head-end through drop materials, it performs the way we say, or we'll correct it — immediately.

All items carry the manufacturer's full warranty.

We'll also compete with any distributor on price, selection, delivery, and service.
1
1415111111lifflffle

Aerial

We stock all major brands, and can tailor packages to your needs.

Items arrive when you need them, not sooner or later.

And our engineers and technicians can answer any questions you have about design, installation, or field performance.

Call Cable Services with your next order, or for a free catalog:

Cable Services Company/Inc.
2113 Marydale Avenue, Williamsport, PA 17701

1-800-233-8452.

(In PA, call 1-800-332-8545)

Reader Service Number 9
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Pulse oodo
modulation

By Kenneth Crandall,
Engineering Manager,
RF Modem Divison,
Zeta Laboratories Inc.

18/May 1985

Oersted deflected a magnetic compass needle
with an electric current. This marked
the dawning of the electronic communications era.
Twenty-four years later, Samuel
Morse sent a message from Washington to Baltimore: "What hath God
wrought?" It was one of the first digital
communications messages on a commercial line.
In 1876 Alexander Graham Bell heralded analog communications with the
immortal words: "Watson, come here, I
want you."
But it was not until the late 1930s that
the grand synthesis of digital and analog communications was made by A. H.
Reeves of the International Standard
Electric Corporation: the invention of
pulse code modulation. A beautiful creation of the human mind—and so simple an idea that no one thought of it
earlier!
The idea is simply to periodically
sample the analog information source
waveform signal level, code the sample
measurements into numbers, then
transmit the sequence of numbers using digital transmission techniques.
Reconstruction of the signal at the
receiving end is performed by converting the number sequence back to the
corresponding analog waveform.
The concept is similar to the reproduction of music from written scores.
Rather than communicate the actual
waveform, Bach sends us his music in
coded form for our delight centuries
later with full stereophonic fidelity! In
other words, he tells us in coded form
how to make his music. Our ability to
interpret (read the code) gives us what
the music sounds like.
Thus, reproducable information is
very efficiently carried by digital coding
instructions on how to make the item
embodying the information using
coded instructions—be it a voice or
video waveform, a concerto or a newborn baby. This is the essence of pulse
code modulation, where the building
blocks are the signal level samples.
The invention of the transistor at Bell
Telephone Laboratories in 1948 made
PCM (pulse code modulation) commercially feasible. In 1956 Bell began design
and development of the first commercial PCM system. Western Electric began substantial deliveries of this system, known as T1 Carrier, in 1962'.
The T1 system uses pulse code modulation and time division multiplexing to
digitize and transmit 24 voice channels
Communications Engineering & Design
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Panasonic

Behind every Panasonic cable converter
lies 25 years of cable know-how.

Cameras. Switchers. Monitors. Video
recorders. You name it. For over
two decades Panasonic has been
supplying high-quality video
components to both the broadcast
and cable industries. In fact, we've
been supplying CATV converter
components for years.
But cable know-how is just one
reason to install Panasonic CATV
converters. There's also the reliability
you and your subscribers expect
from Panasonic.
For your subscribers who want

remote control, there's aPanasonic
converter with afufl-function infra-red
control unit that fits snugly on the
converter when it's not in use. You can
also give them 15-channel memory for
easy tuning. Two-speed up and down
channel scanning. Even an optional
parental guidance key for controlling
the channels children watch.
No matter which Panasonic converter you choose, you'll discover
that it pays to buy CATV converters
from Panasonic. After all, we've
been cable ready for years.

For more information, call
Panasonic at (201) 392-4109 or
contact one of these Panasonic
CATV distributors.
Cable TV Supply Company
1-800-241-2332
S.A.L. Communications
1-800-645-9062

Panasonic

Industrial Company

Reader Service Number 10
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CA TV has the potential of carrying
not only entertainment TV signals
but other forms of information such
as digital voice and computer data.

CATV MODEMS FOR
VOICE AND DATA
Another "Performance Advantage" Design from Radyne

The CMS-1200 CIPSK Cable Modem
Because bit error rate counts, Radyne's superb all-digital
design offers the best equation between bit error rate
performance and spectral efficiency. The CMS-1200 also
offers unmatched C/N performance, with FULL FREQUENCY
AGILITY up to 440 MHz.
Diagnostic features of Radyne's CMS-1200 include three
levels of loopback to rapidly isolate problems. Also to your
advantage, the necessity for frequency translators has been
eliminated. Radyne further designed the carriers to be spaced
at better than .6 times the data rate, with C/N as low as 17 dB
....Clearly, ageneration ahead.
Features:
• 10 -9 BER at C/N = 19.5 dB
• 5-440 MHz Frequency Range
• Full Frequency Agility
• Elimination of Head-End Translators
•3 Levels of Loopback
• Data Rates Up To 15 Mb/s
• Field Changeable Data Rates
• All Digital Design Eliminates Adjustments
•TDMA Via Lock-up In Four Symbol Times

CRADYNE
"A Generation Ahead.."
170 Wilbur Place
Airport International Plaza
Bohemia, NY 11716
(516) 567-8484
Reader Service Number 11
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simultaneously on asingle twisted wire
pair. A second twisted wire pair provides the receive path for full duplex
communications. Regenerative repeaters spaced every 6,000 feet allow virtually unlimited transmission distances
without noise accumulation. In addition, its digital format makes it far easier to switch than frequency multiplexed analog signals.
The original T1 equipment for
analog/digital conversion and multiplexing has the D1 channel bank. It
sampled each of the 24 channels 8,000
times per second, converting the sampled signal level into a7-bit binary number. The 7-bit binary number quantizes
the signal to one of 128 distinct amplitude levels. Along with signal compression, this allows sufficient dynamic
range for toll quality speech waveforms.
After encoding the speech waveform,
the 7-bit word is augmented with an
additional bit for signalling off-hook/
on-hook status. A PCM frame is formed
by asequence of 24 eight-bit words and
one framing bit. Because frames are
formed 8,000 times per second, the aggregate bit rate is equal to 8,000 x [(24
x 8) +1] = 1,544,000 bits per second.
This is the fundamental line rate for digital transmission in North America and
Japan.
Transmission of a 1.544M bPS signal
over 6,000 feet of 22 gauge twisted wire
pair is no mean feat, especially when it
is bundled with scores of other twisted
pairs. The solution is athree-level bipolar signal referred to as AMI (alternate
mark invert) line transmission. A mark
(logic 1) is transmitted as ashaped 325
nS pulse. A space (logic 0) is transmitted
as no pulse at all, holding at center
level. The polarity of mark pulses alternates to maintain zero DC on the line
pair. When terminated with 100 ohms,
the pulse amplitude is 3volts. This results in athree-level 6-volt peak-to-peak
signal centered at 0volts. This is the DS1signalling standard and is defined in
Bell Technical Reference PUB 41451 2.
Most of the rest of the world uses the
CCITT standard of 2.048M bPS with 30
channels used for voice and two channels used for signalling and synchronization.
Solid state
In January 1976 the No. 4ESS electronic switching system was placed in
service. With a capacity four times
greater than the No. 4A cross bar (the
prevailing electromechanical switch of
the time), stored program control and
direct connection to T1 lines, this became the mandate for digitized voice
systems. Analog multiplexed signals
Communications Engineering & Design

required intermediate channel bank
hardware for connection to the switch.
Thus, there became strong financial incentive to multiplex digitally.
The solid state technology of the No.
4ESS switch is not the only reason for
favoring an all-digital network. Bellamy 3
cites nine technical advantages of digital communications networks:
• Ease of multiplexing
MI Ease of signalling
• Use of modern technology
• Integration of transmission and
switching
II Operability at low signal-to-noise/
interference ratios
• Signal regeneration
• Accommodation of other services
• Performance monitorability
II Ease of encryption
The increasing use of digital transmission for terrestrial and satellite microwave links is testimony to Bell's
commitment to the all-digital network.

CATV link
The man on the street thinks of cable
television as just that—television connected to a community cable and antenna system. However, CATV has the
potential of carrying not only entertainment TV signals but other forms of information such as digital voice and
computer data.
The bridge between the CATV system
and, for example, the Bell T1 line is the
radio frequency modulator/demodulator or RF modem. The use of such adevice allows cable companies, universities, factories or any other institution
equipped with broadband coaxial cable
facilities to provide data and voice communications in addition to TV signals.
The use of coaxial cable for this function has been motivated by increasing
rates for local telephone lines and T1
span line facilities. A tremendous opportunity exists for cable companies to
turn this need into a profitable business.

one of four levels
4. DSB-SC modulate carrier
5. Filter out one sideband
6. Convert to desired transmit frequency
This method of modulation is exactly
equivalent in bandwidth efficiency to
16-QAM and is 4 bits/Hertz. Prudent
channel spacing for robust operation
gives a net bandwidth compression of
1.5 bits/Hertz.
Several modulation techniques were
tested at Zeta before 4-VSB was finally
selected. A variety of system impairments were simulated including AWGN

PRODUC

(additive white gaussian noise), phase
noise, adjacent channel interference,
frequency translation, clock frequency
error, temperature and vibration. The
winner was 4-VSB since it performed
very well under all impairments and
met the original design requirement of
1 MHz carrier spacing and fast carrier
lock-up time.
Figure 1 shows the frequency spectrum of 4-VSB while running data at
1.544M bPS. Because the carrier is suppressed and the data is scrambled, the
modulation looks exactly like bandwidth limited white noise.

CWY

mrmrm

BULLETIN

Cable Length Checker...
Easy-to-use, Accurate and Only $495
Now available to the CATV/MATV industries exclusively from
CWY Electronics.. the Model 1500 cable length checker (time
domain reflectometer) that helps you locate cable problems easily
and accurately.. at an incredibly low cost.
The Model 1500 can be used to locate opens and shorts in any
cable with aconstant velocity of propagation, including 50 ohm,
75 ohm, and 93 ohm cable, and paired cable.
And the real beauty of the Model 1500 is that it's so simple to use,
requiring no special training. For example, the Model 1500 features a
four-digit LCD display for the length of the coaxial cable from 5m (15')
to 2,000m (6,500') and indicates whether the cable termination is open
or short. The conversion switch on the front panel allows you to select
readout in feet or meters, whichever best suits your requirements.
Also, the Model 1500 features two digital switches that allow easy
operation for the cable nominal velocity propagation setting from 0.01
to 0.99. and rechargeable Ni-Cad batteries, AC adaptor, and 12-volt
battery mean long life and reliable operation wherever you are.
Look at the accuracy
you can expect
from the Model 1500:
Short Range (22"C)

The ZT1
The ZT1 RF modem mediates a DS-1
to broadband coaxial cable connection.
This allows T1 span lines and channel
banks to interface with CATV systems.
The data rate is 1.544M bPS, and carriers can be spaced every one megahertz.
To achieve bandwidth compression,
the ZT1 uses four-level vestigial sideband modulation. The modulation process is:
1. Convert DS-1 signal to binary NRZ
data stream
2. Scramble NRZ data using 15-bit polynomial
3. Differential level encode dibits to
Communications Engineering & Design

Cable Length

Model 1500

10m (33)
100m (328')
200m (656')
300m (984)
400m (1312)

10m (33)
103m (338')
200m (656')
297m (974')
396m ((299)

Long Range (22°C)
Cable Length

Model 1500

100m (328)
500m ((640)
1000m (3280)
1500m (4920)

102m (335')
493m (1617)
986m (3234)
1997m (4943

For further information or application
assistance regarding the Model 1500
and other products available from
CWY, write or call toll-free today.

CWY

Not just supplies.

L
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e,45
IN
1947903

Solutions.

Call Toll Free:
1-800-428-7596
Indiana.
1-800-382-7526
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Figure 1 Four-VSB frequency spectrum

Figure 2shows the demodulated eye
pattern. This is the four level signal obtained after synchronous detection of
the VSB signal. Wide eyes mean good
data since the four levels are more distinguishable. A test point allows checking this pattern after installation to assess the quality of the channel.
The ZT1 allows both remote loopback and remote carrier control to facilitate maintenance by acable operator.
Often tests must be run late at night
when access to user premises is impossible. Remote carrier control allows the
operator to command a modem "off
the air." Remote loopback allows bit
error testing to gauge channel quality.
Sparing of modems is simplified due
to broadband frequency agility. Thus,
only afew spare modems are needed to
spare hundreds of units that are in operation. Switches control the transmit
and receive frequencies of the ZT1
thanks to frequency synthesizers—the
most difficult part of an RF modem to
design.
The introduction of digital telephony
through T-carrier and electronic switching has created arevolution in the way
telephone companies handle the network. In addition, data transmission for
computer systems has created a demand for similar high-speed data corn-

Put Your Computer To Work
CUT

YOUR PROFESSIONAL
CONTRACTOR
We provide you with the following services:
Underground and aerial construction either on aturnkey or labor basis.
• Strand mapping and design services
• Meter balance and sweep system
• Head-end and earth station installation

Dedicated to Quality and Performance

e
Co..
_AO
^iSTRUCs

COSTLY CONSULTANT FEES
WITH SOFT SYSTEMS
CABLE
ENGINEERING UTILITIES
FEATURES:
Satellite Path Studies/Tracking
Microwave Path Studies
Off Air Signal Prediction/Analysis
Path Loss
Fresnel Zone Clearance
Great Circle Distance and Bearing
Amplifier Spacing
Noise/Distortion Analysis
Full Function Scientific Calculator
Financial Utilities
IBM Compatible

TO ORDER:
Specify PC/DOS or 8" sssd CP/M 80
Price: $395 (add $5 for COD)
See us at Booth #1562, #1563.

SOFT SYSTEMS

Horne Office
P0

Box 760

RelOsville 04

30453

Establoshed 1972

•
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VISA

P. O. Box 2405
Charlotte, NC 28211
(704) 568-7470
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Pill. WHEN IT WORKS SO WELL,WHY
TAKE ACHANCE ON ANYTHING ELSE?
A01:=1C1--1

M/A-COM Cable Home Group, PO Box 1729, Hickory, NC 28603
803-438-3331, in NC 803-222-6808, telex: 802-166

Reader Service Number 15
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FEATURE
munications facilities. Particularly,
CAD/CAM and LAN systems are pushing up data rates.
The two communities (telephone and
data processing) are finding acommon
channel with T-carrier trunks—in particular the T1 service. The supply is getting scarce.
CATV offers an alternative for T1 service. The cable operator can offer faster
service with better bit error rates and
lower prices. The opportunity is there.
Go ahead and take it! CED

References
' Frank Boxall, "Pulse Code Modulation in Telephony," Vicom, 1969.
"High Capacity Terrestrial Digital Service," PUB 41451, AT&T, 1983.
' John Bellamy, "Digital Telephony,"
John Wiley & Sons, 1982.

About the author
Ken Crandall is atypical over-worked
engineer in silicon valley who would
rather be designing modems than writing articles about them. He has two U.S.
patents in modem and multiplexer design, and his primary interests are modulation theory and keeping his wife and
daughter happy.

Figure 2 Four-level eye pattern
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75 West Forest Avenue, Englewood, New Jersey 07631 201.569-3323

FREE ...UPS second day delivery on air repairs returned within the continental U.S. Trade-in any
make SLM
.we will allow a discount towards the purchase of any new Sadelco Signal Level Meter.
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In the real world...
nobody boils the Me Coaxial cable.
Customers don't complain about its performance either.
Not one. (And that's no B.S.)
Maybe you've seen our competition boiling our cable. Or chopping it up. Or crushing it with a 2000-ton truck. Or
doing something else outrageous with it. We agree, it makes a great demonstration. But it doesn't prove a thing
about MC 2 Coaxial Cable. Because these aren't real-world situations.
In the real world, there's never been a challenge MC 2 couldn't meet. In test after test, MC 2 not only performed, it
actually out-performed the competition. Just ask our satisfied customers.
In the year since MC 2 was introduced, we haven't had asingle complaint. Because our product has lived up to our
promises. When we promised superior flexibility, we delivered that flexibility. We patented a design of using air instead of foam to deliver less attenuation. We promise you'll save money on installations, connections, labor and on
the cable itself. Also, MC 2 is extremely resistant to moisture ingress and migration because each cell is an
hermetically sealed compartment.
Honestly, we don't know of a single real-world test that MC 2 couldn't handle. To prove it, we invite seriously interested persons to tour our test facilities. Just call toll free 1-800-526-4385. No other cable outperforms MC 2 in the
environment that counts most....the real world. That's a promise.

Not one complaint in one year.
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CATV

DIVISION
A Unit of The Penn Central Corporation

Steve Wagner
has joined the
Marketing Department of the Jerrold
Distribution Systems Division as
director of marketsales support.
Wagner came to
Jerrold in 1982 as
district sales man_ S. Wagner
ager and advanced to western region
sales manager in 1983.
Also announced was a geographical
realignment of the Jerrold Sales and
Service Division of General Instrument
Corp. George Fletcher has assumed responsibility as vice president of Western Operations, whereas Dan Hoy has
taken over as vice president of Eastern
Operations.
Ed Harmon has been named regional
sales manager for C-COR Electronics
Inc. in the Rocky Mountain Region. He
will handle sales of C-COR's complete
line of distribution and digital electronics.
Alpha Wire Corp. announced the appointments of Joseph Garcia and Christine Birkner. Garcia will be the manager

of industrial engineering, while Birkner
joins the company as the benefits administrator.
Alpha also expanded their electronics field sales force with the additions
of Mark Carter and Dick Zaday. Carter
will be district manager for Metro NY/
LI, and Zaday's territory will be Los Angeles/Central.
Jackson Enterprises has appointed
Joe Cost to the position of national sales
manager. Cost will be responsible for
sales of all CAN and telecommunications products and services.
Barbara Lukens
has been named
division manager,
construction, by
American Television and Communications Corp.
Lukens has been
with ATC since
1974 as director of
design and drafting.
Nova Systems has named William
Deegan as national sales manager. Deegan will assume responsibility for all
sales and marketing functions pertain-

ing to Nova systems and its products.
Prior to this Deegan was district sales
manager for the Video Communications Company of SONY.
Broadband Engineering Inc. announces the appointment of Sherwood
Hawley as national sales manager. Hawley joined Broadband in August 1981 as
a design engineer. He was directly involved in the design and development
of their line of CATV amplifiers.
Linda Arnold and Susan Robinson have
been named account executives with
the Arvis division of Adams-Russell. Arnold formerly was with Pioneer Electronics Corp. Robinson was previously
with The Cableshop Advertising Service, an Adams-Russell enterprise.
Robert Hyers, Randall Rhea and Nigel
Seth-Smith have been elected principal
engineers at Scientific-Atlanta. The title
is the highest technical rank in the company.
David MacDonald has been named
vice president, cable, of the Times
Company. MacDonald has been director of operations at New York Times
Cable.

OW THE ODDS ARE

THREE TO ONE

IN YOUR FAVOUR!

In this high stakes field of cable and low power
television, you can bet on us -the odds are three to
one
we have the equipment you need. The combined
Cable Power, DBC and Triple Crown product lines
cover almost every aspect of CATV and LPTV. Whether
your system is big or small, the Triple Crown,group will
pay off with dependable performance -our track record
proves it! Choosing our products isn't agamble, odds
are you'll become aTriple Crown winner!
26/May 1985
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With this issue,
CED welcomes Kathy Berlin as associate publisher. Previously, she held the
position of production director for International Thomson Communications Inc., publisher
of CED, CableVision and four other
technical journals. In her new role, Berlin will work closely with CED's publisher, Gary Kim, on financial, production and editorial matters.
Ron Upchurch is now engineering
manager for United Cable's Denver
suburban system.
Craig Kemper has been named manager, direct sales for Blonder-Tongue
Laboratories.
Neil DeCostanza is now national sales
manager for the Sprucer Cable Television Division of Kanematsu-Gosho
(USA).
Del Beccaro is now controller for the
Jerrold Subscriber Systems Division.

Michael Solomon has been promoted
to divisional sales director with RMS
Electronics.
Jim Walcutt is the new vice president
and general manager of Wavetek Indiana.
Edward Campbell is now vice president, construction, with Warner Amex
Cable. Bruce Massey has become president and general manager, WAVE Cable, while James Daley moves to president and general manager of WA's
Houston system.
First Data Resources has announced
Rusty Rau's appointment as director of
operation for the Cable Services Division.
Times Fiber Communications has
appointed William Fanning vice president, sales, for the Communication Systems Division.
Fairchild Data Corp. has made Louis
Harper president. He was formerly senior vice president and assistant general manager with Comtech Data Corp.

Augat Broadband announced
the appointment
of Richard Paynting
to vice president
group engineering. Paynting was
the manager of research and development for Augat/
Vitek Electronics in Edison, N.J. He also
was associated with CBS Electronics in
Secaucus, N.J.

Correction
of CED, the diagram
that appeared on page 18 was, unfortunately, reversed. The sync-suppressed
signal is at the top, with the normal signal below.
Within the same article, the sentence
beginning on page 16, column 3, line 4,
should read: "Because of this relationship, it is possible to derive the synchronization frequencies by counting
down from amultiple of the color subcarrier frequency."
Our staff apologizes for any confusion or inconvenience these errors may
have caused you.
In the April issue

• ADDRESSABLE SYSTEM PRODUCTS
• TRUNK, DISTRIBUTION, LINE &
APARTMENT AMPLIFIERS
• BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS
AND TRANSLATORS
REXDALE, ONTARIO — (416) 241-2651

• CATV STANDBY POWER SUPPLIES
IN 2, 3or 4 BATTERY MODELS
• NON-STANDBY POWER SUPPLIES
REDMOND, WASHINGTON -(206) 882-2304

•
•
•
•

PREPACKAGED CATV HEAD ENDS
SATELLITE TELEVISION RECEIVERS
TV & FM HEAD END COMPONENTS
LINE & APARTMENT AMPLIFIERS
MISSISSAUGA, ONT. — (416) 629-1111
DEERFIELD BEACH, FLA. — (305) 429-0870
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By Robert Patrick,
Director, Business Communications,
Cox Cable

The local communications marketplace
is virtually the last frontier of competitive communications, an arena where
the established telephone local exchange companies (LECs) and established cable television operators reign
supreme in the provision of their respective portions of data, video and
voice communications needs. This is a
story about one cable TV operator's
foray into providing services in the grey
area that lies between the two camps—
the area of wideband business data services.
In 1981 Cox Cable Communications
decided to start atrial business of local
commercial data distribution in one of
its franchise areas. It sensed that flexible, economical wideband data transmission was an underserved market
and that these services could be carried
over acoaxial cable plant not dissimilar
from the traditional tree-and-branch
residential networks. It decided to investigate service in amarket with an existing institutional cable requirement.
After some preliminary screening,
Omaha, Neb., was chosen as the test
site. Omaha represents a moderate
sized MSA (number 75), is a regional
center with a stable business environment and has adiverse number of business types and sizes. It also is the home
city of Northwestern Bell Telephone
Co., one of the best Bell operating companies in the nation. All signs pointed
toward agood test of alocal data communications business.
From the start, Omaha was planned
28/May 1985

to be atest of citywide business. This
meant that the traditional cable TV
business communications service of
building dedicated, point-to-point cables to serve a very few large clients
was not done. Rather, we attempted to
build a comprehensive, citywide network that would allow business customers at almost any point in Omaha to
communicate with virtually any other
point in Omaha.
This placed apremium on successful
market research to get specific answers
to the following questions:
al Where are the businesses in Omaha
located, and where do they need to
communicate?
• What communications services do
they need?
• How much potential is there in the
whole market (in terms of existing
business and growth)?
• What unserved market needs are
there?
• What kind of business approach
should be offered to insure success?
• What relative market share could be
expected?
Decisions on network construction and
topology, staffing, promotion, service
and even whether or not to continue
development awaited the outcome of
the research.

Market research
Extensive research was conducted for
four months in 1981. Several focus
groups were used to gather general information on the local attitudes toward
communications, existing service providers, pricing and service points, and

also to help validate a portion of a
pending telephone questionnaire. Focus groups were conducted with large
users, smaller users, and the traditional
"institutional" users—hospitals, citycounty government, universities and
schools.
A telephone survey was conducted
next, reaching over 250 Omaha users of
communications. The survey list was a
census of apreviously stratified sample
of businesses and other users chosen
on the basis of their size, sales, multilocation topographies and other likely
communications indicators. Because
the concept of institutional cable was a
bit nebulous, the survey was conducted
in two parts.
Part one was a standard survey instrument eliciting responses on current
communications uses and needs, perceptions of existing communications
service providers, service locations,
forecasts of future growth and rankings
of important service features. The second step involved mailing a pictureand-word brochure to all survey respondents showing aproposed form of
institutional cable service. A follow-up
telephone call was made and the respondents went through the book with
the interviewers, stating their reactions
to the overall service concept, as well as
specific pricing, service and organizational features of the proposed business. Over 175 of the original 250 contacts completed the whole questionnaire associated with the booklet.
The third part of the market research
was aseries of personal interviews with
users not reached in the telephone survey, representatives from local commuCommunications Engineering & Design

IT WORKS!
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nications associations and local vendors of peripheral communications
products like computers, display terminals, multiplexers and PBXs. Thirty-five
to 40 interviews were successfully conducted, with the same questions asked
that were on the telephone survey. Additional information was gained on perceptions and tendencies that can only
be gathered in personal interviews.
The resultant information measured
the attitudes and conditions of from 80
percent to 90 percent of the Omaha target market. Cox felt that sufficient information had been gained to fully answer the questions that had prompted
the market survey. The information
was:
• All of the major businesses and
business areas had been identified.
This was doublechecked by referencing planning commission,
Chamber of Commerce and other
business association documents.
• The overall market for communications services had been growing by
an average of 15 percent per year.
Higher speed (above 4.8 KbPS) data
services were growing at over 20
percent per year. Very high speed
data services (over 19.2 KbPS) were
nonexistent.
• There was an opportunity for adata

service provider who could offer
quality service, reasonable and understandable rates, and rapid installations.
Cox made the decision to proceed
with the business and to use Omaha as
the test market.
The next task was to figure out exactly what type of business organization and cable plant to create to attack
the intended target market. Cox used
information from the market research,
as well as an understanding of data
communications on cable and the legal
and competitive environment to make
these critical decisions.
The cable plant was constructed in a
classic tree-and-branch topology to
pass those areas identified in the market research. Cox drew on its knowledge of data over cable gained from its
experience in its INDAX project, its observation of the fledgling broadband
LAN industry and from input from aselected few communications consultants
to design the network and specify the
characteristics of the attached equipment.
The business was run by a separate
organization because that was the best
way to develop a business so potentially different from traditional cable
TV. This separate organization was at-

tuned to the business and competitive
environment and took much of the burden off the basic cable business, which
was at the time fully involved in building the Omaha residential cable system. It also defended against charges of
cross-subsidization and, perhaps, insulated the basic cable operation from the
threat of potential regulation.
The business concentrated on providing high quality and flexible data
communications service between
points in Omaha. We offered predominately high speed (at 9.6 KbPS and
above) data services and the potential
for customers to safely and inexpensively craft multipoint circuits at speeds
of 9.6 KbPS and above.
The service rates were based on the
cost of providing the service, not artificially pegged to competitors' rates. This
helped avoid the charge of cross subsidy, and provided a truer test of the
worth and viability of the business.
Moreover, the rates to customers were
stated unambiguously—as per cable
drop prices for connecting any number
of points in town, regardless of mileage
or proximity to hub sites.
The business was cast as a friendly,
concerned and honest enterprise, willing to work with customers to solve
their communications problems, will-

Monroe Electronics, Inc. offers a
complete line of products for automatic,
unattended operation of head end
switching functions in response to
network cues, remote control and
timed signals.

L1 7

SUPERIOR MONROE DESIGNS
GUARANTEE YOU CONSISTENT
PERFORMANCE, HIGH
RELIABILITY AND LONG, TROUBLEFREE LIFE. YOUR TECHNICIANS
ARE FREED FOR MORE
PRODUCTIVE DUTIES.
• Program Timers
• Cue Tone Encoders and Decoders
• Commercial Inserters
• Audio/Video Switching Products
• Emergency Override Systems
• Remote Controls
Write or phone for information.
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MONROE ELECTRONICS, INC.
100 Housel Avenue, Lyndonville,
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Broadband: For Performance, Flexibility, Reliability
Broadband's line of quality amplifiers has your
system covered from head-end to house-drop.
Designed for CATV. SMATV and MATV homerun or branching systems, they meet most requirements for home, apartment, condominium, hotel
and motel distribution systems.
Most feature push-pull hybrid circuitry for maximum output capability while minimizing distortion.
Our new apartment amplifiers (SMDA-PLUS,
XMDA-PLUS) and line extenders (BLX-PLUS)
use the latest in power-doubler hybrid technology
for state-of-the-art performance.
Most Broadband units are available in 330 MHz
and 450 MHz bandwidths and offer arange of
gains and other options, such as two-way transmission, plug-in pads & equalizers, gain & slope
controls, powering options and so forth. Our amps
can virtually be customized to your system's special
requirements.

Reliability is designed in, built in and proven out.
Clean design concepts, quality components and
thorough testing combine to produce solid performers that do the job under the most demanding
conditions. Most have several levels of surge
protection and come in finned aluminum housings
for excellent heat dissipation. Our design engineers
have extensive field experience and have you in
mind whenever they hit the drawing board.
We'd like to say you can plug our amps in and
forget them. But we'd rather you remember them —
so you know who to contact when you need a
tough, flexible amp. From head-end to house-drop,
they're Broadband engineered, Broadband
guaranteed.
For additional information on specifications,
pricing and delivery, call us toll-free at
800-327-6690, or write Broadband Engineering, Inc.,
1311 Commerce Lane, Jupiter, Florida 33458-5636.

Head-end Amplifiers •Trunk Amplifiers • Line Extenders • House & Apartment Amplifiers • Data Network Amplifiers
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ing to admit its own mistakes and work
diligently to solve them. This was not as
trite as it may seem. Market research
had uncovered a groundswell of customer dissatisfaction with the LEC's
tendency to adopt a"take it or leave it"
attitude and with fingerpointing among
communications service vendors when
problems arose.
The business lived and breathed service. Customer problems received aresponse within one-half hour, and a
technician was on-site within one hour,
if necessary. The technician remained
on site until the customer's problems

were solved. This service was maintained 24 hours a day, seven days a
week.
Customers were protected from service interruptions. Plant work was
scheduled at night and on weekends after careful coordination with customers.
Care was taken to present the business as an ongoing, professional communications concern. The business was
given aformal name, Commline, which
was put on all trucks, stationery, business cards, proposals for service, lapel
pins and technician uniforms. Data

1111 BUY
EIIIIIPMENT
TO WORK.
VERSALIFT°
DOES

Down-Time is abad
word in any working fleet. It's
expensive. It wastes time.
• That's why we build Versalifts
to work. And work efficiently.
More than 14,000 Versalifts have
been built over the years. Most of them are still out there in
the field. Working. The most complete line of aerial
devices on the market, with the best in-service
records and lowest operating and maintenance
costs. That's Versalift. Your local Versalift
distributor will be glad to work with you
'to choose the model and size best
suited to meet your aerial
work requirements.
Versalift is aservice
MANUFACTURING'COMPANY
proven product of Time
P.O. Box 20368
Manufacturing
Waco, TX 76702-0368
Company.
(817) 776-0900
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See us at Booth #3509.

communications technicians (the inside men) wore blazers to give an aura
of professionalism and standardization.
Construction of the network began
in January 1982. The first staff was hired
in April of that year. Service began to
the first customer in July. We're now in
our fourth year of operation, and the
network has grown to 300 miles of twoway cable, servicing over 40 clients at
178 locations by aCommline staff of 17.
Services include analog video and data
at rates from 4.8 KbPS to 2.5 MbPS.
Commline also provides two interstate
carriers with local digital connections.

Lessons
The development of the business, although carefully planned, has not been
asmooth affair at all. Cox has piled up a
trove of lessons learned about the business of running a true metropolitan
area network—mostly learned the hard
way. Some of these are:
• The network must be built with excruciating care, far and above that required for even atop-notch residential
cable system. Incorrect splices, kinked
or deformed cable, improper grounding and marginally correct installation
procedures for drops, amplifier electronics and data circuit terminating
equipment (DCE)—the modems and
modulators—can cause system problems that are debilitating and hard to
find. Plant done marginally had to be
torn down or dug up and redone until it
was perfect. This means that much of
today's institutional cable plant is not
adequate for comprehensive business
communications services without extensive rehabilitation.
• Status monitoring is a must for active plant components, power supplies,
headend electronics and, potentially,
even the DCE. This reduces response
time to outages but, more importantly,
provides early warning against potential failures and allows the tracking of
system dynamics.
la Redundancy in all signal concentration points is necessary to preclude catastrophic outages. Redundant headend
data translators and redundant diversely-routed inter-hub supertrunk are
the absolute minimum.
• Cable drops are completely different from the usual residential drops.
Omaha Commline's average drop costs
averaged in excess of $1,300, and each
drop was complex and different
enough to demand individual design
and engineering. Most drops were constructed from 0.500 cable, not RG-6, and
some even contained their own line extenders. Drop installation became a
business unto itself, with asmall dedicated staff designing, contracting and
managing the drop installation. CusCommunications Engineering 8, Design
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tomers, conditioned by the ridiculously
low installation rates historically offered by the LEC, more often than not
balked at paying the full costs of the
drop. This resulted in a bit of speculation in drops, where subsequent services and revenues were anticipated
from the same customer or different
customers in the same location to eventually recover the drop costs that were
not immediately recovered. In a great
number of cases, this assumption
proved correct, but most drops were a
gamble nonetheless.
la Almost all non-cable plant equipment was totally inadequate for the job
of reliable data communications. This
included every data modem and data
transfer available in 1982. What worked
acceptably on an internal local area network would degenerate into abject failure on amore heavily loaded metropolitan area network. Only recently has
the suitability of equipment begun its
tortuous climb to respectable quality
levels, but the state of the art coaxial
cable equipment still is considerably
behind the state of the art telephony
equipment.
• Sales of local data communications
services were harder than anticipated.
Telecommunications managers were
reluctant to sacrifice their careers to try

True and untrue
stories abound
about shoddy
residential cable
performance that
make cable
business
communications
services ahard sell.

new ways of doing things that worked
acceptably the old (telephone plant)
way. Problems with the network in the
early going only added to this difficulty.
Market research had predicted a small
initial available market, as most data
transmission needs were routinely handled by dialup business telephone circuits, which were very economically
priced at flat rates. Growth in the market came with customer upgrades in
hardware and software designed to
support higher data speeds.
• The major intermediate customers,
the interstate carriers, were harder than
expected to get on the network. Early in
1981 Cox began to approach the long
haul carriers (MCI, Sprint, Satellite Business Systems, American Satellite and
others) to offer local data distribution
of their long haul signals. It took one
and ahalf years to get the first long haul
carrier-to-Commline link established,
MCI's inaugural Cablephone service.
Expansion of that service has been hampered by early reliability problems, a
lack of cable terminating equipment
necessary to do local distribution of
voice economically and effectively, and
procedural problems for the interstate
carrier in that using cable is so operationally different from using the LEC.
• Regulation was expected to be a

We've Got Something Up Our Sleeves...
(it could be your connection!!)
SV-113, 115 and 117 medium wall cable sleeves are the answer to
insulation and encapsulation of your splices and entry fittings.
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paint and an inner adhesive lining which
melts and flows to environmentally seal a
connector or splice.
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insulation, abrasion and corrosion resistance, excellent mechanical support and
strain relief.
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makes all of its cable TV distribution
equipment in the U.S. The others have
absconded to Second and Third World
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because our amplifiers are ingeniously and
simply designed so that they can be more
efficiently produced and better serviced.
We've built a reputation on outstanding
product reliability. Our performance
claims are backed by a three-year war-
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problem and, as explained previously,
Cox strategized the Commline business
in anticipation of regulatory strife. The
true extent of the problem was revealed
shortly after the inauguration of the
first Cablephone service in November
1982—conflict with the Nebraska Public
Services Commission.

Regulation
Cox Cable decided from the beginning to try to cooperate with the regulatory agencies at all levels. The City of
Omaha government was kept abreast
of the development of Commline, and
formal presentations on Cox's intentions were given to the Nebraska Public
Services Commission (PSC) in late 1981
and in 1982. The presentations stressed
Commline's unique nature: apurveyor
of wideband data services not generally
offered by the LEC that worked out individual rates and terms with customers (contract carrier) and planned extensive links with long haul carriers
(primarily an interstate carrier). In all
presentations Commline was positioned as a service that regulators did
not have to worry about.
There was no regulatory objection to
Commline and its business until the
public announcement of the first

Commline-MCI Cablephone link in December 1982. Within one week of that
announcement, Commline and Cox
Cable were served with summons to
appear before the Nebraska PSC to explain: 1) why they should not be classified as a common carrier, and 2) why
they should be allowed to exist.
The testimony took place over the
next four months, with Northwestern
Bell Telephone attorneys acting as the
inquisitors. Commline maintained: PSC
concern was not justified as Commline
posed no threat to NW Bell viability;
Commline was operating as acontract
carrier, not acommon carrier; and any
regulation to be done must come from
the FCC because Commline intended
to carry a preponderance of interstate
signals on its network.
The PSC was not swayed. At the end
of April 1983, it handed down arequirement that Commline cease operations
until it filed for aCertificate of Convenience and Necessity to operate as a
Nebraska common carrier. The language in the order also strongly suggested that Commline would not be authorized to operate as a common carrier in Nebraska if Commline's petition
for a certificate was filed, making the
requirement for compliance ade facto
cease and desist order.
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Commline immediately filed asuit in
the Seventh U.S. District Court against
the PSC and the State of Nebraska
charging that:
IIII The PSC had overstepped its authority in trying to regulate an interstate service that was clearly under
federal purview.
II The PSC was trying to extend regulation to afirm that clearly was not a
common carrier and never had any
intention of being so.
• The PSC was violating Commline's
constitutional rights in attempting
to unilaterally forbid its operation.
The parties involved agreed that
Commline be allowed to continue its
Omaha operation until the suit was decided.
Commline also filed a petition with
the FCC seeking federal pre-emption of
two-way cable services in the furtherance of competition and in declaration
of the FCC right to regulate interstate
traffic over coaxial cable metropolitan
area networks.
In August 1983 the federal District
Court judge remanded Commline's suit
back to the Nebraska PSC, with instructions to reconsider Commline's arguments about not being acommon carrier and being firmly under the federal
purview. The judge also retained the

MODEL 2901A •TIME DOMAIN REFLECTOMETER •CABLE FAULT LOCATOR
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"An instrument you can find fault with"
Bill Ewing, President of Western CATV Distributors Inc. congratulates Avtek Inc. on its name
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Distributed by:
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Aurora, Nebraska (402)694-5201
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authority to step back in and reconsider
the issue, if necessary.
Today, two years later, the PSC has
not yet reached adecision on the matter, although additional testimony was
heard in March 1985.
The FCC petition also has not been
acted on at this time, although action is
expected sometime in 1985.

Conclusions
The final answer concerning the business potential of citywide "institutional
cable" remains elusive. There are several very large clouds looming on the
horizon. Despite all of the legal work,
FCC lobbying and PSC and federal
court appearances, the regulatory situation definitely is not resolved.
Cable telecommunications hardware
still has not matured sufficiently to
allow a full-fledged institutional cable
to provide enough needed services
with adequate reliability to turn a
profit. Manufacturers generally have
yet to realize this industry as one with
potential for significant hardware sales
and, therefore, have not made truly
concerted efforts to produce quality
equipment.
Telecommunications users still tend
to view acoaxial cable-based communications alternative provided by acable

TV company with skepticism. True and
untrue stories abound about shoddy
residential cable performance that
make cable business communications
services ahard sell.
LECs do not and will not take the
threat of competition lightly. They have
shown surprising resilience in combating the incursions of PBX (interconnect)
vendors and other telecommunications
service providers by slashing prices and
improving their own service quality. A
coaxial cable network provider will
have to attain near service perfection
and participate in aggressive, informed
pricing and service positioning in order
to succeed.
Finally, the cable TV operator who
decides to try the service must be prepared to create an organization with a
service orientation that would bankrupt
his company if employed on aresidential cable system. It also must know the
dynamics and terminology of avery different business. This requires the hiring
of additional, specialized people or the
extensive retraining of existing staff.
Is there really amarket out there for
alternative local distribution? Yes, definitely; it is small but growing rapidly.
The market research and Cox's experience in Omaha have proved that. If
nothing else, the local telecommuni-

cations market is growing faster than
the capability of any one service provider to sustain it.
Can acable TV provider tap into it as
a metropolitan network provider (and
avoid building dedicated facilities)?
Maybe. It requires hard work, specialized skills, the patience to allow the
business to develop, and an attention
to communications issues completely
outside the scope of cable TV. Such a
commitment must not be taken lightly.
Will those looming clouds on the horizon dissipate and make the possibility
of success more certain? Possibly, but
cable TV operators must understand
that uncertainty is away of life in the
communications industry.=

About the author
Robert Patrick, Director of Business
Communications Services for Cox Cable Communications, has worked on
the development of Cox Cable's institutional cable business for the past four
years. Before that he worked on Cox's
videotext, home security and energy
management projects. Patrick has an
MBA in Marketing and an MS in Decision Sciences from Georgia State University.
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Pioneer's addressable converter
gives cable operators exactly what
they want...
Add-ons
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•Addressable cradle
•IPPV hybrid module
•MTS adaptor

Mechanical parental
control •
IR remote control •
VCR program timer •
Security covers •

and nothing they dort want.
The Pioneer BA-5000 is the most functionally
advanced addressable converter available
today — offering a wide range of standard
features plus many profitable options and
add-ons.
Every BA-5000 gives you downline-loadable frequency format, channel map and
special channel selection. And with viewer
diagnostics for trouble shooting, you cut down
on in-house service calls.
By using a combination of sine-wave sync
suppression and coded-key video scrambling, the BA-5000 can be compatible with
Jerrold, Oak and Hamlin (y)
scrambling methods.

Plus, the BA-5000 accepts add-ons for
impulse-pay-per-view and MTS. An addressable cradle is also available for standard
converter upgrade. You purchase the addons you want, nothing extra. That's another
reason why the overall value of the Pioneer
BA-5000 is the best in the industry.
For complete information and a demonstration of the BA-5000, call Pioneer toll-free
1-800-421-6450. (In Ohio, 614-876-0771.) And
do it now.
Since the most reliable addressable converter in America gives you everything you
want, why pay for more than
you need?
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Cquali3er selection
By David L. Marshall
Director of Engineering,
Advanced Communication Services Inc.

Would you deliberately place incorrect equalizers in your line
amplifiers? The fact is, you might be doing just that without
realizing it if you are following the instructions some manufacturers provide. It wasn't too long ago that a system designer could lay out an effective network while paying relatively loose attention to such items as passive tilt, but those
days are gone. The manuals continue to indicate that the best
way to select an EQ is by looking at the high frequency cable
loss, but aquick reference to the tap loss table shows that tilt
is contributed by devices other than cable. Look at your
equipment catalog if you don't believe it.

In addition, some compensation must be made for the inclusion of an in-line equalizer prior to an amplifier. The in-line
provides correction to system tilt just as the equalizer in an
amplifier does. Therefore, it stands to reason that any equalization accomplished by the first device must have an effect
on the latter.
It also is important to note that the face value of an equalizer often is not the amount of tilt which that equalizer corrects for. In circumstances where the face value is given in
cable equalivalency, the actual correction in dB will be less
than the face value. If such an equalizer accurately corrects
for cable losses (and they generally do), Formula 1will yield
the real value of the equalizer.
Formula 1(cable equivalency to dB of correction):

The problem
Your observation should speak for itself. In a400 MHz system, it would be typical to see 0.3 to 0.4 dB of tilt per tap. In
440 and 550 MHz applications, that number might venture as
high as 0.6 or 0.7 dB per tap. It doesn't matter which manufacturer is showing you tap specs because this tilt is inherent to
the devices' design. In fact, virtually all passive devices show
some tilt, especially visible in the higher bandwidth designs.
This tilt is the very reason that adesigner who uses the highest frequency losses and neglects low frequency losses is
likely to have level problems as the low-end signals creep up
and up and up.
EQ selection based on dB of cable at high frequency does
not take into account any of the tilt introduced by passive devices. It is fairly easy to illustrate ambiguity in this cable equivalency method of selection. For the sake of illustration, I
have chosen to use the 1985 400 MHz book-value losses for
Scientific-Atlanta devices and cable, but Istress that the same
phenomenon occurs to varying extents with Jerrold, Theta
Comm and Magnavox passive equipment.
A 0dB tap window is assumed to apply in this example. The
tap window is the amount the designer will allow the low frequency signal level to creep above the high level at atap. (Actually, Iprefer to carry this one step further and also consider
the drop. After all, we feed homes, not poles. But in this case,
we will stick to tap levels.) In our example, we assume that we
insert an in-line equalizer when the 54 MHz level exceeds the
450 MHz level or, in other words, when we have closed our 0
dB window.

(H-L)
Vx
where:
H =Cable loss at high frequency
(dB per unit length)
L=Cable loss at low frequency
(dB per unit length)
V=Cable equivalency (face value)
of EQ
Figures 1, 2 and 3 compare three design nodes that are
"equivalent" with regard to high-frequency cable loss. These
nodes are real, although extreme, cases. Figure 1 might be
typical of arural area, whereas Figures 2and 3could be seen
in high-density underground design. Ihave selected these
particular nodes to emphasize the equalizer problem. In reality, any good designer would try to avoid a +30 dBmV input
to a line extender, but there are circumstances where this
might be necessary.
All of the nodes space asingle cascade line extender at 400
feet from asingle output bridger amplifier. By the cable equivalency method of selection, all of these extenders should
have the same equalizer, namely the one whose value is closest to the loss of 400 feet of cable-in this case, 6.6 dB. If you
look at the actual levels at amplifier inputs, however, you will
see awide variance in tilt. All of the nodes have 4.44 dB of tilt
contributed by cable, which accounts for all of the tilt in Figure 1. (Actually, the DC-8 probably would contribute, but we
are using book-values so we don't know how much.)
a
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Figure 2, however, shows apassive tilt contribution of 4.8
dB, which is not considered in the cable equivalency method.
Likewise, the node in Figure 3has apassive tilt of 4.7 dB, but
an in-line equalizer subtracts that figure past zero to apassive
tilt adjustment of -2.6 dB, also not considered in the cable
equivalency method.
Many manufacturers would have you select the same equalizer for all three extenders, when closer analysis reveals a7.4
dB variance in the actual input tilts. It's easy to see why you've
had to go back up the pole to change EQs, all the while grumbling at the designer.

The solution
There is afairly easy solution to this vexing problem. Since
the purpose of an equalizer is to correct input levels to what
the amplifier likes to see, the answer is to set your equalizers
according to the levels at amp inputs. One method is to extend the apparent length of the cable by adding footage to the
original—proportional as passive tilt is to cable tilt. This
method works well enough, but the solution centers around
having to figure what portion of your tilt was cable-caused
and then subtracting that from the overall tilt. If you ever do
production-based design, believe me, you don't want to take
the time to do all of that.
There is an easier way. Take the equalizers your manufacturer provides and create atable of their actual correction values—either by using Formula 1, by bench-testing the EQs or
by asking your manufacturer's representative. (You'll have
better luck with eye teeth.) Having completed your table, all
you need to do is compare your actual input tilts with your table to find the closest matching EQ. In addition, if you desire
to "center-balance" your equalizer choice around the required number, you may do so.

LOCATE BURIED SERVICE WIRE
FIND PATH, DEPTH, ENDS

A word of caution is in order. There are several considerations which will alter your final outcome if not properly applied. First, you should remember to take into account the
original tilt at the output of the last active when you are deriving the number to compare to your table. If you are in a
feeder system operating with apositive 7dB of tilt, you must
remember that flat inputs mean you have already encountered 7 dB of tilt. Therefore, use Formula 2 to derive your
"compare number."
Formula 2(computation of encountered tilt):
(LT—HT) + (HL—LL)
where:
LT= Low frequency input of this amp
HT= High frequency input of this amp
HL= High frequency output of last amp
LL =Low frequency output of last amp
Note: (HL—LL) is the operating tilt
The other consideration is factory-preset equalization. Certain manufacturers build some equalization into their amplifiers, and you must account for this in your selection of an
equalizer. It is important to note whether the preset number
given by the vendor is stated in actual tilt or in cable equivalency. If the number is actual tilt correction, just subtract it
from your compare number before comparing it with your
equalizer table. (If you net anegative number, you need acable simulator.) If the vendor's number is in cable equivalency,
you must use Formula 1to adjust it to actual tilt correction,
then subtract it from your compare number.
In summary, the process of proper amplifier equalizer selection requires the analysis of the true system tilt. Equalizer
selection based purely on cable loss yields somewhat unpredictable results and, therefore, should be avoided. The
method of equalizer selection shown is tested and reliable
and ensures consistent, accurate results if the designer takes
proper precautions. CED

About the author
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Our friends told us "Sure Vitek
makes the best traps. But even
you aren't perfect." So we listened.
And we built abetter trap.

Introducing Thermalok.'
Thermalok is the new Vitek Trap
that incorporates the most advanced technology in the world. It
addresses the two major concerns
of our customers... frequency
drift and weathering.
We solved the first concern...
frequency drift with temperature
variation...by introducing
Thermalok?' with its unique
dielectric assuring that the signal
remains trapped regardless of

temperature extremes (from 0°F
to 100°F).
We solved the second concern
...deterioration by weathering
...with our truly revolutionary
"Molded Strain Relief Connector."
The weakest link in the installation "chain" was the juncture of
trap and strand. From its first day
aloft, this joint began to deteriorate from the inevitable motion of
the winds.

UGH VITEK
R

Quality and Innovation

The "Molded Strain Relief"
Device, applied over the back end
of the Connector, now adds sufficient mechanical strength to
greatly lengthen the effective life
of the trap. It also provides a
highly improved seal against ingress by water, humidity or salt
spray.
Incidentally, the Molded Strain
Relief comes in avariety of highly
visible colors, so it provides added
service as acolor indentification
tool in auditing.
Find out why it pays to add
some life to your security system.
Get more information on
Thermaloke Write or Call Augat/
Vitek Inc., 901 South Ave., P.O.
Box 111, Horseheads, N.Y. 14845,
(607) 796-2611/2.
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Remember when converters merely expanded your system's channel
capacity? Now...

THE TOCOM PLUS 5503
Expands System Profits
R

emember, in the'60s, when converters were introduced to cable?
They were inexpensive and reliable, but
offered little signal security or additional
revenue potential.
,As the industry grew, development of
secure equipment that would also meet
the operator's need forfeature and cost
control was imperative.
In 1980, TOCOM pioneered anew
concept in broadband technology —
baseband addressability. Designed to
simplify downstream communications,
baseband also offered operators maximum signal security, revenue-producing
features and an economical means to
deliver expanded subscriber services.

Profitability Can your system grow without it? The converter you choose
can play acritical role in helping you achieve it. Vice versa, the wrong
equipment choice can reduce your profits through costly truck rolls, repairs
and piracy
The TOCOM PLUS 5503 Baseband Addressable Converter is the choice
that gives you the profitability advantage. TOCOM offers you proven, in-the-field
performance at the lowest price with revenue-building features available only
with baseband:
• Baseband random dynamic scrambling eliminates signal piracy today
and protects tomorrow pay profits.
• Unprecedented reliability is provided by the 5503 second generation,
VLSI single-board design. Less than 1% failure rate.
• Competitively Priced — the best price/performance baseband converter in
the industry
• Remote unit with volume control and mute builds incremental revenue.
You maintain control with enable/disable capability
• MIS stereo-ready — provides baseband video and audio outputs for
modular TVs and VCR units.
Features like these reduce your costs, maximize profits and protect your
investment. So why pay more for less? Choose the TOCOM PLUS 5503. The
economical way to profitability
For more information, call the Jerrold Sales and Service Division at (215)
674-4800 or contact the National Sales Manage4 TOCOM Division, General
Instrument Corporation, P.O. Box 47066, Dallas, TX 75247, (214) 438-7691.

JERROLD/TOCOM
You know we'll be there.
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Implementing MIS
An examination of the audio quality, cost and user-friendliness of the various options operators
have for providing stereo to their customers.
it is argued that marketplace demands
will result in cable systems carrying
stereo by some method anyway. Some
of the alternate solutions proposed for
carrying stereo sound are FM simulcasting, advanced analog out-of-band systems and digital transmission.
Out-of-band systems are proposed
primarily because the most serious
problems with cable carriage of broadcast stereo (or BTSC, as it has come to
be known) are caused by incompatibility with scrambling systems and baseband converters. Moving the multichannel sound out of the normal TV
channel solves these problems.
Not always considered in these de-

By David Large,
Vice President. Engineering,
Gil!cable

A great deal has been said and written
in the past few months concerning the
compatibility of broadcast stereo television and cable television equipment.
The broadcasters feel that multichannel
sound is an integral part of their product and should be protected under the
FCC must-carry rules. The cable industry has estimated that the cost of
complying with astrict must-carry interpretation could be as much as 700 million dollars and that there are alternate
technical solutions which could be implemented more economically. Further,
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bates of alternate solutions has been
the acceptability to our customers of
the final product. Specifically, the quality of the resultant sound, the ease of
installation and use, and the complexity
and cost of the equipment required all
need to he considered carefully.

Trends in consumer audio
equipment
Figure 1was produced as ameans of
comparing various consumer audio
equipment. The scale is calibrated in
signal-to-noise ratio (actually signal to
"crud" ratio) with very noisy performance on the left and nearly perfect on
the right. The data from which this
graph was derived have come from
numerous different sources and
should, therefore, not be taken as gospel, but only as indicative of general
performance capabilities. Other parameters such as separation and distortion
also are important in stereo sound, but
generally follow in the same order as
noise levels.
Along the lower side of the scale have
been plotted various home electronics
components that are available today. At
the high end is the compact digital disk.
This equipment has dropped in price
from over $1000 to under $300 in less
than one year and is expected to replace the turntable as the means for
playing pre-recorded material in the future, principally because of its noisef
ree output.
At 80 dB we find the new "hi-fi" VHS
and BETA video cassette players. This is
a much more significant development
for cable operators to watch for two
reasons: first, because the market is rejecting the old VHS audio performance
(plotted at around 47 dB on the scale) in
favor of the higher performance and
second, because this superb sound is
video related. The cable customer who
Communications Engineering & Design
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rents atape and plays it on his VCR will
make a side-by-side comparison to his
local cable operator's product. Considering the effect that VCR rentals have
had on sales of premium services already, this could be aserious detriment
if our radio is noticeably poorer in quality.
Most home audio equipment falls
into the 65-70 dB range. A new turntable with aclean record typically will deliver near 70, while off-air FM will be
slightly worse and cassette players are
at the bottom. Even though they are noticeably noisy to all but the most casual
listener, cassettes thrive in the market
because they often are used in relatively noisy environments such as cars
and because they are the only low-cost
names for recording from other
sources.
Significantly lower in quality is cable's simulcast FM service. Operators
following the normal practice of carrying FM stations at the same level as TV
aural (15 dB below channel 6video) are
probably not delivering better than 55
dB at the far reaches of a typical cascade. Raising that level by 5dB allows a
level of 60 dB, which is subjectively
much superior, though "hiss" noise is
still quite apparent in stereo mode.'
Given the above trends, the graph
has been divided into ranges which
represent the author's judgment of
how consumers might judge stereo TV
sound. The divisions between "acceptable" and "questionable" at 70 dB and
between "questionable" and "noisy" at
60 dB also correspond with the analysis
of the designers of the BTSC stereo system who said, "For high fidelity sound

Figure 2 Box Proliferation
the minimum quality needed for "high
quality sound reception."

reproduction.., the signal to noise ratio should be at least 60 dB, preferrably
70 dB, or better... "'While that might
be true today, the trends in VCRs and
digital disks suggest that it might not be
adequate in the near future.
At the low end, there is a point
around 43 dB, below which even the
most casual listener will be irritated by
the noise level. Significantly, the NAB
has suggested to the FCC that any point
above this noise level will not represent
"significantly degraded" BTSC sound!'
BTSC stereo format
Consistent with this low expectation
of the quality of BTSC stereo is the proposal made by the [IA to the FCC for
setting standards for BTSC transmission. In this proposal, the suggested
requirement for S/N at the transmitter
was only 55 dB, with stereo separation
requirements of 30 dB and distortion
levels of 4 percent. 'If accepted, this
would allow the TV station to transmit a
signal which would fall fully 5dB below

Assuming that the transmission
equipment delivers a noise-free signal,
how will it sound in a TV viewer's
home? To attempt to determine that,
the [IA conducted aseries of "back-toback" tests of the complete BTSC system, including both stereo encoding
and companding for noise reduction.
The results for TV sets using conventional quasi-parallel or Nyquist aural
detectors for sound are plotted under
"off-air BTSC" on the graph. These results are for a "city-grade" or very
strong signal. The highest quality resulted from a perfectly adjusted transmitter and ablank black screen. 5 As effects of Incidental Carrier Phase Modulation, multipath, and acomplex video
source were added, the "crud" increased until it was only 40 dB below
the video. 5 Under active video, it would
be expected to vary somewhere within
this range.
Although this same test was not per-
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formed through an actual cable transmission system, it was run under
"grade B" signal conditions (defined as
30 dB carrier/noise ratio) resulting in a
maximum of 58 dB S/N ratio with a
blank white screen and 62 dB with a
black screen.' After scaling that up 6dB
to reach the equivalent of acable endof-line at 36 dB C/N ratio and down by 8
dB to account for cable running the
aural carrier at the depressed level of 15
dB below video, it is predicted that the
level at a cable system end-of-line
would be only 56 dB stereo S/N ratio
under the optimum blank screen conditions given above. The low end which is
dominated not by noise but by "buzz"
caused by video products should not
change. Obviously, the high end will be
improved to the extent that any given
cable system exceeds FCC minimum

three vendors have equipment available that will transmit stereo sound
with performance comparable to digital
disk systems. The tradeoff is that such
systems use agreat deal of bandwidth,
typically 1 MHz per stereo pair. A 54
channel cable system would have to
use 66 channels to carry stereo sound
for the other 48 channels using this
scheme!
Advanced analog systems offer
nearly the same performance at asignificant reduction in bandwidth—more
like 300-400 kHz per stereo pair. They
achieve significant performance advantage over conventional FM stereo by
avoiding multiplexing losses and by extensive companding. It is possible to
"fit" the sound for a54 channel system
into the FM band and the adjacent
bandwidth below channel "A" so that

*1
4.
Figure 3Non-tracked Simulcast Stereo
specifications on video S/N ratio, but
even amore typical 40-42 dB will barely
reach into the "questionable" area.
Note that the above analysis assumes
that the BTSC signal is not "bruised" by
headend equipment, scrambling processes or converters, and that the only
degradation is caused by distribution
system noise build up.

Alternate delivery systems
If the author's admittedly pessimistic
analysis of the potential quality of BTSC
in acable system is anywhere near the
actual performance, operators are
going to have to ask themselves some
hard questions about what quality level
will be acceptable to their customers.
Certainly if cable stereo is degraded below off-air to adegree that is obvious, it
could affect sales.
Alternate systems are available to deliver significantly better sound. At the
high end of the quality scale, at least
48/May 1985

no video channels are lost.
A third possibility is to use a digital
transmission system that conserves
bandwdith by transmitting a"lower fidelity" signal. It is possible to meet a
goal of 70 dB dynamic range (though
not S/N) using a system that transmits
only half as many bits as the premium
system but uses companding. This system conceivably could be transmitted
as part of the video signal rather than
out of band and, thus, be simpler to
"track" to the tuning of the video. If the
format were chosen carefully, it also
should survive the process of being recorded and played back by a home
VCR.

The tradeoffs
Given that cable can use its greater
bandwidth to solve the stereo quality
problem, why not proceed posthaste?
Unfortunately, there are significant
costs and complexity associated with all

the solutions:
BTSC—Assuming that the quality is
found to be adequate, processors can
be modified to not seriously damage
the BTSC signal. Subscribers having no
converters or simple RF converters then
will get stereo if they have stereo sets.
Most descrambler manufacturers seem
to be coming out with add-on boxes in
the $50 price range that will decode the
BTSC signal and deliver left and right
audio signals to external sound equipment.° This is an advantage in that a
subscriber can be upgraded to stereo
without having to buy anew TV set, but
adds complexity by requiring at least
one additional piece of equipment to
be installed—more if audio amplifier
and speakers are required. Furthermore, the subscriber who already has a
stereo TV probably will not be amused
by the notion that he sould help pay for
the extra box.
Figure 2 is a somewhat whimsical
view of this problem of proliferating
boxes. Our mythical subscriber has
added to his TV a VCR, descrambler,
video switching box, stereo sound decoder, amplifier and speakers. The four
wireless remote controls are on top of
one of the speakers! As technical people we may find this amusing, but neither our salespeople nor our customers
do.
An alternate solution proposed by
the baseband box manufacturers is to
simply pass the BTSC signal around the
processing circuitry and to the TV set.
Unfortunately, this also eliminates the
remote volume control and mute functions and should be rejected along with
any other "solution" that results in a
downgrading of current capabilities.
FM Simulcasting—One low-cost alternative to BTSC carriage is to simulcast
stereo TV sound in the FM band or, alternately, in the 108-136 MHz band and
use ablock converter ahead of the customer's TV set. The simplest solution of
FM band usage suffers from the dilemma shown in Figure 3. This poor
customer is consulting his cable guide
to find out where to find the sound to
go with his TV program. Many years of
experience in the Gill system have
proven this concept unworkable. Other
vendors, however, are proposing systems whereby the problem of tuning
the audio signal in concert with aconverter is solved by "tagging" each channel at the headend and then recovering
the tag at the converter output and
electronically tuning the FM tuner to
the appropriate channel. These special
tuners are expected to sell in the $50$100 range.
Such solutions, however, do little to
solve either the quality problem or the
complexity of the installation. The qualCommunications
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Televise The Stereo Revolution
Live On Your Cable System
With Learning Stereo Processors

DECIPHERED PAY SERVICES sparkle with stereo sound
• Quality stereo for HBO, CINEMAX, SHOWTIME, TMC
• Increase retention, decrease chu -nwith stereo
• Increase premium channel penetration with stereo
• Lowest investment for highest return
• With state-of-the-art Learn.ng Industries
stereo processors
WESTINGHOUSE/SANYO (W&S Systems Company)
combines FM and stereo TV audio
• Stereo TV audio without a sterec TV set
• Bilingual or second audio channel in stereo
• Auto-tracking of stereo sound and TV channel
• Remote volume control
• Stereo satellite 8( FM music services
• With state-of-the-art Learning Industries
stereo processors
STU.DIOLINE premium pay-audio service
" Super-Quality nine channel
commercial-free music
• Sixty more channels for other FM or TV
stereo services
• Addressable for full security
• Tierable for pay audio 8( premium TV
stereo control
• Auto-tracking of stereo sound to
TV channel
• Remote volume control
• With state-of-the-art Leaming
Industries stereo processors
CASH IN NOW ON
THE STEREO REVOLUTION
• Buy your new stereo package from
Leaming Industries, the complete
stereo processor source
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LEAMING INDUSTRIES
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180 McCormick Avenue, Costa Mesa, CA 92626
Tele one: (714) 979-4511

TECH II

• Sizes to fit all coaxial cables, including
quad and double shielded, both single
and dual systems. Available in black,
white and grey.

ity of cable FM transmission is marginal
at best, as we have seen. Furthermore,
the installation requires even more
jumpers than the BTSC add-on box for
adescrambler because both the input
and output cables from the descrambler/converter must be "looped
through" the audio decoder. Furthermore, external audio equipment still is
required.
Premium out-of-band systems—Either
digital or analog premium out-of-band
systems certainly are capable of solving
the quality problem. The cost of the solution, however, is to be found in hardware price, complexity of installation
and, perhaps, bandwidth requirements. Depending on the technology
chosen, the decoder boxes sell in the
$120-$200 region and still depend on external sound amplification equipment.
Not all vendors have solved the problems of tracking the tuning and other
features of acable converter.
Installation typically is the same as
for the tracking FM tuner system. Both
the input and output cables to the normal converter or descrambler must be
routed through the audio decoder because the channel tag is recovered on
the converter's output, while the outof-band sound signal must be accessed
before the converter. In a dual cable
system, that means a minimum of five
additional jumper cables will be required (Figure 4).
Note that in order to effect tracking,
all of the out-of-band systems use some
form of channel tagging which then is
recovered after channel conversion.
This does not solve the problem, however, if some or all of an operator's subscribers do not have converters. In this
case, either independent channel selection will be required or an outboard
converter must be added with its extra
cost and complexity.
In-band digital—At this time, no vendor
has produced an add-on system utilizing in-band digital sound, although one
vendor sells an integrated system
whereby digital sound is combined in a
single box with a proprietary scrambling system. While that may be an option to be considered for an operator
just installing addressability, it is not a
retrofit solution. Also, it has the limitation of the out-of-band systems since all
subscribers must have the full addressable installation and doesn't provide
for those with just converters or TV
sets.

•Sold by most leading distributors —
Ask for Tower by name.

Long-range solutions

From cable system
A B

Premium
Audio
Decoder

Converter/
Descrambler

AUDIO OUTPUTS

4

Output

VHF
Added Wiring

TV

AUDIO INPUTS
•(it available)
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EXTERNAL SOUND
SYSTEM & SPEAKERS

Figure 4 Typical Installation of Out-of-Band Stereo Decoder

• Sure-fit for quick simple installation.
• Plated, hardened, flat-headed
Steel masonry nails, pre-assembled
ready for use.

• Write today for samples, literature and a
copy of Tower Cable Clips test results as
required by the British Telephone Company, giving name of your supplier.
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Perhaps the best hope tor in-band
digital sound is that eventually the
broadcasters may adopt some form of
video-embedded sound for stereo TV,
thereby solving problems of quality,
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Cable
installs:

Converter
repairs:

Cable
construction:

Expertise based on 12 years and
3,000,000 connections.

Warranty-authorized by the
industry's leading manufacturers.

We build better cable systems—
from the ground, up.

If installs have you feeling
snake-bit, our Installation Services
Division is the solution. We're setting
the pace in both residential and multiple dwelling unit installations. All
of our crews and field supervisors
must prove themselves capable and
courteous on every job—o- they
don't go out. We also handle soecial
projects (like audits, rebuilds, regrounding, converter changeou+s
and upgrades), and we specialize in
MDU construction. Cable installs?
No problem!

RTK's Converter Services Division is the answer when converter
repairs are eating your profits.
We're showing the industry how repairs should be done. Our technicians check and re-check every
component—not just those with obvious problems—so your subscriber
gets back a unit that's as good as
new. We stock parts and supplies for
all models, and back our work with
the most comprehensive guarantee
in the business. Converter repairs?
No problem!

RTK's Communications Construction Division takes the hardhat
pains out of the entire project. We
handle site planning, electronics design, surveys and strand-mapping,
make-ready, cable and materials
purchasing, aerial and underground construction, debugging,
and maintenance for the life of the
system. We can design asystem and
provide full or modified turnkey
construction to the most exacting
specifications. Cable construction?
No problem!

The cable industry's problem so l
vers li\M

Mt
IM1

RT/KATEK COMMUNICATIONS GROUP
Installation Services Division
201/678-2083

I
Converter Services Division'
800/441-1334 Toll Free
tIn PA, 717/534-1161)
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Communications Construction Division
215/269-1946

TECH II
tracking and recordability in one step.
The FCC's ruling specifically did not
lock in BTSC as the only method that
could be used.
A shorter-term solution may lie in the
work of the EIA/NCTA Joint Committee
which, among other activities, is close
to defining a standard accessory jack
for all TV sets. If implemented, this
would allow many extensions to the
use of aTV set without needless duplication of hardware. Descrambling
could be performed at this port with
hardware costing a third to a half of
what an integrated tuner/descrambler
costs and without the subscriber losing
any of the features of his TV set.
Of particular interest to the stereo issue, pins are included on this connector which would allow either decoding
of BTSC stereo or decoding and insertion of audio from an out-of-band system. To date, all vendors relying on
channel tagging have chosen tagging
methods which will survive the processing in aTV set and arrive unscathed
at this external port.
Many operators are faced with solving the compatibility problem in
months—not years. For those operators, the first critical question will be
whether BTSC stereo can be provided
at aquality level satisfying to the bulk

of his subscribers. Certainly for nondescrambler equipped customers, provision of BTSC stereo is the simplest solution and, for at least some scrambling
methods, adapter boxes for BTSC will
be available at less cost than out-ofband hardware.
On the other hand, given the increasing quality of consumer audio and audio/video hardware, many may feel that
BTSC simply won't be adequate. On a
competitive note, the cable industry
should be aware that the proponents of
DBS are considering several transmision methods capable of delivering
very high quality sound.
Operators considering out-of-band
options should make clear to vendors
that certain requirements are amust:
• A minimum of 70 dB audio S/N ratio
at the end of our longest cascade.
• Sufficient internal amplification to
drive small speakers directly, plus
output jacks for external sound
equipment.
• Simplified installation by either direct connection to converters or single, multiwire jumper.
• A tracking method compatible with
the EIA accessory jack.
• A solution for non-converterequipped subscribers.
Cost also is an issue. In today's market,

Vs./Av
GEt us into
your system.
To keep subscribers happy,
you need fast, accurate, affordable system maintenance.
Which means you need our
Model 1881 System Analyzer.
With this microprocessorcontrolled, 4MHz to 1GHz
instrument, you can quickly detect amplifier distortion all the
way from headend to subscriber. Tests are as simple as
pushing abutton. Built-in features include carrier to noise,
hum modulation, FM deviation,
cross modulation, and composite triple beat.The Model
1881 also calibrates itself automatically, which ensures
accurate repeatability.
For afree demonstration,
call Toll Free 800-622-5515.
In Indiana, phone
317) 788-5965.) Wavetek
ndiana, Inc., 5808 Churchman, (P. 0. Box 190) Beech
Grove, IND 46107. TWX
810-687-6038.

i
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with only ahandful of stereo TV sets installed, the cost of even the most expensive out-of-band stereo decoders is
far less than astereo IV set and is competitive with stereo adapters for existing sets. On the other hand, as the installed base of stereo sets grows, the
market will become very cost sensitive.
The premium quality out-of-band systems also offer an opportunity to market stand-alone audio services as well
as stereo TV. To the extent that it turns
out to be aviable market, that may help
to underwrite the cost of the hardware.
Perhaps the most viable solution is a
hybrid installation whereby the operator recognizes that all of his subscribers
do not have the same expectations for
audio quality. BTSC may be offered as a
basic solution which will provide stereo
at least cost, while premium audio may
be offered in a "package" along with
stand-alone services for those with the
taste and funds to afford it.
There certainly are no easy answers to
the stereo issues, but as the market matures some defined choices are emerging. It is in the interest of operators to
let manufacturers know the realities of
the market so we can avoid technically
elegant solutions that have fatal retailing flaws cm,
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In Dallas, it took Burnup and Sims.
No matter what size system
you intend to build, you need a
construction company you can
count on to do it right. That's
why dozens of operators from
Miami to Spokane have turned
to Burnup and Sims, the company that's been building systems and trust for over 30 years.
Burnup and Sims' reputation for bringing together the
best minds, manpower, and
machinery to solve any engineering or construction

problem is unsurpassed.
We offer the kind of flexibility, and willingness to reshape
our way of thinking, that makes
every construction project a
customized system.
Our proven ability to prevent unexpected cost overruns
by making accurate projections, then sticking to them,
is widely known throughout
the industry.
Why take chances with
your system? Few others can

offer you awritten guarantee
that assures your investment
is protected. Or the kind of
stability and growth that will
assure continuous, reliable
service in the years ahead.
Burnup and Sims. The company with the people, resources
and experience to do the job
to pur satisfaction.
BURNUP & SIMS
CABLE COM INC
(404) 482-7612
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Addressable Converters
Model

Input
frequency/
channels

Jerrold
Starcom V

54-550 MHz:
82 channels

Jerrold
Starcom VI

Noise
figure

Gain

Data
carrier

Scrambling
method

-5to -15 dBmV

9dB max

constant
output

frequency: 106.5
MHz: level: 10 dB
below channel 6
video

random dynamic
baseband. sound
privacy. 6/10 sync
suppression

54-450 MHz;
66 channels

video:0 to + 15 dBmV
sound: - 15 dBmV min

12 dB nom
13 dB max

0dB min
8dB max

frequency: 106.5 MHz;
bandwidth: 400 kHz std FM
level: 10 dB below
channel 6video

pulse, sync
suppression, 6dB
10 dB, 6/10 dB

Kanematsu-Gosho
Sprucer II

54-444 MHz;
64 channels.
128 channels
with A/B switch

-6-

9dB max.

(differential)
1- 10% max.
*. 3.58 MHz

FSK transmitted
on 73 MHz

random turn-over
of video signal
polarity for each
field and sync shift

M/A COM 3025

450 MHz,
64 channels

-6to -P 15 dBmV

10 dB max

N/A

FSK: 119.75 and
107.75 MHz; + 50 kHz
deviation; sensitivity;
-23 to +19 dBmV

sine wave sync
suppression;
2modes

Magnavox Magna
6400

50
450 MHz;
64 channels:
128 channels
w/ A/B switch

-6- - 15 dBmV

13 dB max.

0-6 dB

N/A

horizontal square
wave sync suppression
or encryptic encoding

Oak Sigma

50-450 MHz

-6- + 15 dBmV

12 dB typ.;
14 dB max.

(differential)
8% max.

either 104.75
or 112.70 MHz

random video inversion, elimination
of horizontal and
vertical pulse information, digital
audio encryption

Pioneer BA-5000

50-450 MHz

-5-

12 dB typ

5

FSK; 110 MHz:
level 15 dBmV
below adjacent
video

integrated scrambling
for Pioneer, Jerrold.
Hamlin and Oak
compatibility

Regency Roman

450 MHz Std.
550 MHz optional

-0 -+ 15 dBmV Std.
12 dB typ.
- 10 to +20 descramble

0-10 dB

106.5 MHz; level:
10 dB below video
carriers, min.
guard band: ±200
kHz

Video: Dual level
sync suppression
Audio: Vertical interval
IntercarrierJamming

Scientific-Atlanta
8550

54-450 MHz,
64 channels

-7- + 20 dBmV

13 dB typ.

0-

N/A

dynamic switched
sync suppression

Telease MAAST

54-440 MHz
and UHF

-6to + 15 dBmV

8dB typ
11 dB max

N/A

in the vertical
internal of
video signal

video inversion.
vertical and horizontal
sync removal, audio
channel hopping
cryptographic data
scrambling

Tocom 5503

54-450 MHz;
66 channels

-6to +14 dBmV

11 dB typ
13 dB max

N/A

inband VBI data

random dynamic
baseband scrambling

Tocom 5501

Ch 2, 3, or 4

-S to + 15 dBmV

6dB max.

N/A

inband VBI data

random dynamic
baseband scrambling

World Video Library
TM-1

450 MHz;
64 channels

-5- + 15 dBmV

11 dB nom
13 dB max

N/A

FSK at 109 MHz

Pseudo-random
baseband

Zenith Z-TAC

50-450 MF12

-6- + 14 dBmV

≤9 dB

N/A

N/A

video inversion,
suppressed synchronization, suppressed audio
(optional scrambled
audio)
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Input
level

15 dBmV

15 dBmV

5dB

9dB
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Composite
triple beat

Second
order
distortion

Cross
modulation

Hum
modulation

Spurious
signals

Output
frequency
stability

Return
loss

AM: -60 dB
FM: 20 kHz

input: -10 dBmV max.
output: -60
dBmV max inband

±10 kHz

input: 6dB min.
output: 8dB min.

AM: -50 dB max.
FM: 20 kHz max.

input: - 10 dBmV max.
output: -60 dBmV max.
inband

±50 kHz

input: 7dB min.
output: 8dB min.

-57 dB

60dB

-58 dB

-56 dB

-60 dB

57dB

-60 dB @
15 dBmV

-58 dB @
15 dBmV

-58 dB @
15 dBmV

-50 dB @
-6dBmV

input: -35 dBmV
output:
-30 dBmV, outband

(visual carrier)
±25kHz

input: 6dB min.
output: 14 dB min.

-58 dB min.

-58 dB

-58 dB

-48 dB min.

input: -50 dB
no visible influence
output: -40 dB
below video

±75 kHz

12 dB min.

-57 dB

-57 dB

-57 dB

N/A

N/A

N/A

input: 8dB min.
output: 12 dB min.

N/A

N/A

-60 dB

N/A

NIA

(accuracy) ±70
kHz

input: 6dB min.

N/A

-60 dB max.

-58 dB max.

AM: -54 dB max.
FM: ±10 kHz max.

input: -40 dBmV nom.
output: -60 dBmV nom.
in band

N/A

input: 7dB min.
output: 12dB min.

-57 dB

-57 dB

-57 dB

±5kHz FM
-46 dB AM

input: -34 dBmV
output: -57 dB

±150 kHz

input: 6dB
output: -14 dB

-57dB

-57 dB

-57 dB

N/A

input: -37 dBmV
output: 57 dBmV

(frequency stability:
±100 kHz)

input: 8dB min.
output: 12 dB min.

N/A

input @ -12 dBmV
output @ -55 dBmV

±60 kHz

input: 9dB min.
output: 14 dB min.

input: -37 dBmV max.
output: -55 dB max.

±60 kHz

input: 6dB min.
output: 12 dB min.

input: NIA
output: ±55 dB max.

±60 kHz

input: 6dB min.
output: 12 dB min.

N/A

55 dB max

N/A

60dB

(composite beat
ratio: ≥55 dB)

N/A

N/A

55 dB max

N/A

-55 dB max

N/A

55 dB max.

N/A

-60 dB

-60 dB

-55dB

-57 dB max.

±50 kHz nom.

8dB

≥55dB

≥55 dB

N/A

input: -26 dBmV
@50-450 MHz
output: 60 dB
below visual
carrier, inband

±100 kHz

input: >6 dB
output: >12 dB
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Data Modems
Model

Operating
mode

Operating
channels

Data
format

Data
rate

Bit
error rate

C-COR 7130
7140

full- and halfduplex, simplex,
multidrop

transmit:
T7 -4+
receive:
T11 -TVO

asynchronous
synchronous

1200 19.2 Kbaud

1part 10 8
e16 dB C/N

Comtech M505

full duplex

100 kHz400 MHz

synchronous

56 Kbps10 Mbps

1x10 9
@ 30 dB C/N

E-COM
TRM-202

N/A

0to 250 MHz

synchronous
asynchronous

50-9600 bps

< 10'

EF Data
BCM-101

full duplex
or polling

5-400 MHz
in 50 kHz steps

synchronous

56 KB/s to
6.3 MB/s

10' @
22 dB C/N

Jerrold
Metronet 1000

full- and
half-duplex

input: T-7 to T-13,
1A, 2A, 60, 61, 14
to 16 Output: 156.25 or
192.25 MHz adder

synchronous
asynchronous

110 bps
19.2 kbps

10E-10,
@ 26 dB S/N

Radyne
CMS-1200

full duplex or
5-40 MHz
constant carrier,
with or w/o translator

synchronous

32 Kb to
15 Mb

10 9 @
19.5 dB

ScientificAtlanta
Series 6400

full-duplex

transmit: 5-120 MHz
receive: 162-440 MHz;
programmable freq.

synchronous

56 K-1.544 Mbps

<10
@ 33 dB C/N

Sytek
LocalNet/20

full-duplex

A: 70-76 MHz
E: 94-100 MHz
L: 10-16 MHz

asynchronous

128 KB/s

>1 in 10 1'

3M 960

full- and
half-duplex

transmit: Jthru N
receive: T-10 to T-14

synchronous

1.2-76.8
Kbps

1x10"
@ C/N of 30 dE
in 200 kHz

UngermannBass 5405A

N/A

transmit:
channels 3-6
receive:
channels Pthru T

synchronous
asynchronous

5Mbps
±0.01%

26 dB S/N

Zeta
Labs Z19

full- and halfduplex,
multidrop

transmit:
T7-2
receive: H thru 0,
others opt.

synchronous
asynchronous

50-19,200
bps

10' @
25 dB S/N
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Spacing

Spurious level

Carrier
detect level

Transmit
level

50 kHz, 19.2
Kbaud; 25 kHz,
9.6 Kbaud

60 dB below
carrier output

-20 to ±20dBmV

+15 to -45 dBmV

(output)
-80 dBc/Hz modulated,
-50 dBc unmodulated
+50 dBmV output

N/A

50 kHz

200 kHz

N/A

N/A

Receive
level

-20 to +20 dBmV

+30 to +50 dBmV

-12 to +5 dBmV

+20 to +40 dBmV

-20 to + 10 dBmV

0.6 times
data rate

50 dB
below carrier

-12 dBmV to
OdBmV

30 to 50 dBmV

-15 to +5dBmV

50 kHz

-50 dBc

-30 dBmV,
factory set;
0to -30 dBmV
adjustable

+30 dBmV,
factory set;
+ 15 dBmV to
+35 dBmV, adjustable

-16 dBmV ± 10dB

0.6 times
data rate

at least 50 dB
below carrier

N/A

+25 to +52 dBmV
adjustable

-15 to +5dBmV

750 kHz

-50 dBc

N/A

+20 to +50 dBmV

-10 to + 10 dBmV

300 kHz

50 dB below
carrier output

-16 dBmV

+46 dBmV

-16 to +42 dBmV

800 kHz

50 dB
below carrier

N/A

+30 to +45 dBmV,
adjustable

-15 to + 10 dBmV,
adjustable

6MHz

60 dB below
maximum output level

N/A

+30 to +50 dBmV,
adjustable

-7 to + 13 dBmV

50 kHz

50 dB below
carrier @30 dBmV
or greater

-25 dBmV
adjustable

+30 dBmV,
adjustable ±10 dBmV

-25 to +5dBmV
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for broadband network interface...

ZETA OFFERS THE INDUSTRY'S MOST COMPREHENSIVE FAMILY
OF FREQUENCY AGILE MODEMS FOR
COAXIAL CABLE DATA COMMUNICATIONS!
1
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Model ZR8 rack mount witn Z19
moaems installed Model ZP6 plugin power supply also available

MODEL

719

Z56

ZT1

DATA RATE
INTERFACE
SUBCHANNEL SPACING

19 2KBPS
RS-232C
50 KHz

56 KBPS
RS-232C/RS-449N. 35
150 KHz

1.544 MBPS
DS1
1MHz

ZETAs series of RF data modems are
designed to provide point to point and
multidrop data communications over
broadband coaxial cable networks.
ZETA modems are fully transparent to
any data format or protocol. Superior

spectral efficiency offers increased
data circuit density within available
cable bandwidth. Horizontal desk top
and vertical rack mount configurations
are offered.

Switch Selectable Subchannels
Error Free (10 9 BER or better)
Synchronous or Asynchronous
Frequency Coverage to 500 MHz
Spectrally Efficient
Flexible Channel Pairing
Internal Diacnostics

Z19
RF MODEM

REQUEST
DATA SET
TO SEND
READY

Model Z19.
19.2 KBPS Modem
with 120 switchselectable
subchannels.
ZETA a leader in RF and microwave products
since 1968, offers standard or custom
configurations to suit your needs. Stock to 45 day
availability call or write, today.

ZETA LABORATORIES, INC.

ASUBSIDIARY OF CCT
3265 Scott Blvd., Santa Clara, California 95054
(408) 727-6001 TWX 910-338-7336
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES/HELP WANTED
•

TECHNICAL MANAGER
CHIEF TECHNICIANS
TECHNICIANS
Immediate openings in Virginia, Maryland
and Delaware. Candidates must have electronic background, minimum of 3 years
experience in CATV industry and FCC
General Class License preferred. Equal
opportunity employer. Excellent salary
and benefits. Please send resumes to:
Storer Cable Communications
P.O. Box 740
Lanham, MD 20706

Elaker3cott
&co.

FEE PAID

THE PROFESSIONAL CABLE
PLACEMENT PEOPLE

JUDY BOUER

1259 Route 46
Parsippany, NJ 07054
201-263-3355

LINE TECHNICIAN

C

CABLE SEARCH
ASSOCIATES

Immediate openings in southern New
Jersey. Candidates must have electronics background, minimum 5years experience in the cable TV industry. Position
requires handling headend maintenance,
sweep/balance and FCC proofs. Competitive salary and excellent benefits package. Send resume and salary history to:

ASSOCIATES

ROBIN SQUIRES
Cable Television Specialist
7100 East Belleview, Suite 309
Englewood, CO 80111
(303) 779-8890

Professional Search
and Placement
Engineering
Management
Technicians

P.O. Box 1589
Wildwood, NJ 08260

WICK KIRBY
(312) 369.2620
Telex: 720.462

Reprints are a convenient, cost
effective communication tool: designed to give your company high
visibility in the marketplace. They
are ideal for announcing new products and events to customers, suppliers and staff.
For more information contact Suzanne Sparrow, Classified Department, International Thomson Communications Inc., P.O. Box 5208
TA., Denver, Colorado 80217 or
call (303) 860-0111.

DIRECT MAIL
THE HOTTEST
MARKETING IDEA
YET!

For more information
on list rental,
call Suzanne Sparrow
at (303) 860-0111

Continuing service to
Classified advertising and
reprint sales accounts.
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Sales
Marketing
Construction

Call or Write

4

Reach an elite group of buyers
and decision-makers
with CEO 's
subscriber list.

DAVID ALLEN
President, Cable Div

"WE DON'T TALK CABLE, WE
KNOW CABLE"

All Levels of Management

CAREER
MARKETING

General Management
Operations (corp. & field)
Engineers
Technical
Sales/Marketing
Finance/Accounting

Call or write in CONFIDENCE

Positions available with MS0s. Networks, Regional & Independent Operators, Coast to Coast.

ENGINEERING •MANAGEMENT
TECHNICIANS • MARKETING
• SALES
,
mso or Eauipment

on

•
•
•
•
•
•

P.O. Box 2347, Naperville, IL 60565

HOW TO RESPOND TO A BLIND BOX
AD:
Box: CED (Box Number)
do CEO MAGAZINE
P.O. Box 5208 TA
Denver, CO 80217

At Last!
An Affordable Synthesized Agile Modulator
• Front panel channel select channels 2through W
• Saw filtered 60 dBmV output
• Metered front panel controls

CIDCO

• Audio/video and composite I-F loop-through

Mega Hertz sates

Model 360

$695.00
$749.00 after 2/28185

7061 So. University, Suite 210 2700 Rockereek Pkwy., Suite 304
Littleton, CO 80122
Kansas City, MO 64117
(800)525-8386
(800) 821-6800
(303)797-7900
(816)842-2880

4001 Airport Parkway
Suite 590
Bedford, TX 76021
(800)628-0088
(817) 3547500
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It's not a Coring Tool!

C.A.T.V.

r

It's aCoring/Stripping Socket Tool.

STOP
MONKEYING
WITH WIRESiAND
SWITCHES.

For only $66.27
Multilink now offers a multi-socket splicing tool for Times T4 Plus, General Cable
MC 2 and Comm/Scope's P3 and 04
cables. The innovative design of
the tool allows you to quickly
interchange the power
handle to another size
cable in seconds.
The core blade
comes with a 5
year warranty.

With QINTAR'S Video Control
Center you can view & record
TV & CableNCR simultaneously.

CALL QINTAR AT

(800)252-7889 •In CAL.(800)572-6262

Cores dielectric out

ç

ieye;zeed.,

Clean fit for
-connectors
7 L9î
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,(e.I.00CQ.ted
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No Flaring of Cable.

12,9e/zee/zee Mead

For more information, contact a Multilink distributor.
Tele-Wire Supply Corp.
(N Y.) 1-800-645-9510

CWY Electronics
(IN) 1-800-428-7596

gieer

dB Cable

(CA) (415) 8872499

Micro-Sat ate inc.

(CA) (714) 784-0104

(GA) (404) 971-1021

(N Y.) 1-800-448-1569

Z-R Concepts

Mega Hertz Sales

(N J )(609) 786-0270

(TX) (817) 267-2288

WA Communications

TM

y

.1le/eejedq4caw

21 years CATV experience

GRF Comm Provisions

=el
l

F_no;17b
e
../eeelf/Z,

Strips Aluminum Sheath

Wesco CAT, Supply

201-226-4571

RAY ST LOUIS

(MN) (612) 881-1311

P.O. Box 955, Elyria, Ohio 44035
(216) 323-1413

FOR SALE

01984 Pat. Pending

TEKTRONIC 1430 RANDOM
NOISE TEST SET, $2985. 00

Call: (801)423-2313
or: (801) 768-4852

FOR SALE
1983 GMC Vantel 28-B.
Set up for sweep and balance.
$18,900

USED
AERIAL BUCKET TRUCKS
Most units completely rebuilt.
Specializing in CAN use.
Telsta SU34s and T4Os Plus other makes
and models.
(Call toll-free)
1-800-343-4614

Call: (303) 778-8331
Ask for Mr. Morris

ARE YOUR SYSTEM MAPS
ILLEGIBLE, TATTERED,
NON-REPRODUCIBLE, OR
NOT UP TO DATE?

Leo LeBlanc
(617) 893-3900

If the answer is YES to any of the above,
CALL the map experts for assistance at:

Colvins Inc. AERIAL TRUCKS
185 Prospect Street
Waltham, Mass. 02154
(Boston)

Or write: E. MARK RUSSELL
P.O. Box 1764
Bradenton, FL 33506

(813) 746-8824

Complete CATV Drafting
& Design Services
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NEMAL STOCKS:
•SPLITTERS •SWITCHES
•TRANSFORMERS
•ADAPTERS •CONVERTERS
Immediate Delivery!!!

•TRUNK CABLE
•DROP CABLE• AMPLIFIERS
•SATELLITE CABLE
Call or write for
Cable Systems Pricing
WE EXPORT WORLDWIDE

NEMAL
ELECTRONICS, INC.
12240 N.E. 14th Avenue
North Miami, FL 33161
(305) 893-3924
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Budco

Channel Master

(TX) (817) 267-2238
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Vitek Electronics, Inc.

4630 Pacific Highway East

1023 State Street

9325 Bay Plaza

P.O. Box 739
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Suite B-7

Schenectady, NY 1201

Tampa, FL 33619

Fife. WA 98424

518-382-8000

813-623-1721

206-922-9011
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S-A releases
Scientific-Atlanta has released new modem and converter products. The 6403
and 6403M RF modems use a CASK
modulation, an inverted frequency
scheme and RF channel spacing of 750
kHz. High-speed T1 communications
between a6403 and the company's 6402
broadband modem are possible without use of aheadend frequency translation. Bell DS1 T1, CCITT V.35, EIA RS4495R and RS-449DT interfaces are available. The 6403M is designed for

microwave transmission.
S-A also has announced a 3-year warranty on its model 6780 set-top converter.

nology Parkway, Box 105600, Atlanta,
Ga. 30348, (404) 441-4000.

In addition, two new set-top terminals
have been added to S-A's line: the 8520,
a450 MHz programmable unit and the
8530 featuring dynamic switched sync
suppression scrambling.
The 8530 and new 8550 terminals are
compatible with the Hamlin scrambling
method.

Phasecom has introduced a new 1300
stereo heterodyne processor combining stereo capability with SAW filter
and modular input/output converter
features.
Contact: Phasecom Corp., 6357 Arizona
Circle, Los Angeles, Calif. 90045, (213)
641-3501.

Contact: Scientific-Atlanta, One Tech-

Buda) Sells
Lemco Cable
Installation
Tools.
Lemco Tools, the industry
standard for cable
construction and
installation, are now
available through
Budco.
Call or write for a
free color brochure of
our new line of stock
Lemco tools. We'll be
glad to send you one.
Call toll free:
1-800-331-2246

Buolc°
4910 E. Admiral Pl. Tulsa, OK 74115

IN OKLAHOMA CALL COLLECT: 918-836- 3111.
Reader Service Number 47
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Phasecom processor

LRC block, crimp, shield
An improved aluminum grounding
block has been introduced by LRC Electronics. It is available with or without a
pipe clamp attachment.
Also available from LRC is a new onepiece crimp on BNC connectors. For
use with the crimp is a BNC security
shield which eliminates tampering and
unauthorized changing of connectors.
Contact: LRC Electronics, 901 South Avenue, Horseheads, N.Y. 14845, (607) 7393844.

Panasonic MVP-100
The MVP-100 video player system by
Panasonic, now in final field testing, offers automatic random access commercial spot insertion, program sequencing
and editing. System equipment includes an IBM PC with two drives, a
master transport system driven by aZ-8
micro, eight transport controllers, readers and transports; two time base
correctors, two video monitors, awaveform monitor, an audio monitor and
switching devices. Up to 16 additional
transports, servos, controllers and time
code readers can be chained to the
MVP-100.
Contact: Panasonic Industrial Co., One
Panasonic Way, Secaucus, N.J. 07094,
(201) 348-7000.

Security seal
Telecrafter Products Corp. is distributing the Converter Warden Security
Seal, which covers screw holes and
seals converter top to base. Attempted
removal provides positive proof of tampering.
Contact: Telecrafter Products Corp.,
P.O. Box 30635, Billings, Mont. 59107,
(800) 548-7243.

Cable locators
Progressive Electronics has introduced
new tracers and locators. The 77A
Tracer and companion 200A Line-Aid
amplifier can identify CATV service
wires. The 2003 Pulser is a self-contained earth ground fault locating tool.
The $850 unit can locate faults on burCommunications Engineering & Design

Dr. Geoffrey W. Gates
Senior Vice President
Engineering and Technology
Cox Cable Communications, Inc.
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As we reach the end of the period of major urban builds, two new factors arise which
require our attention. The first is the need to rebuild our more mature systems; the second is
our customers' increased demands for convenience and diversity. CED is the service Ilook to
for the information necessary to meet these challenges."

CED

The Engineer's Most Valuable Tool
International Thomson Communications Inc.
600 Grant Street
Suite 600
Denver, CO 80203
(303) 860-0111

e

_Hardware Hotlifle
ied conductors faulted to earth ground
up to 10 megaohms. The 50B MiniTracker uses the null method of locating cable, wire and pipe. It sells for
$169.
Contact: Progressive Electronics, 325 S.
El Dorado, Mesa, Ariz. 85202, (602) 9662931.

Wee Wah Weapon
Lemco Tool Corp. has introduced acable straightener. Used ahead of the
lasher, the M-2180 eliminates wee wahs.
It's available in 2-, 5-, and 8-hole models
for 1- and 3
/ -inch trunk cable.
4
Contact: Lemco Tool Corp., R.D. #2 Box
330A, Cogan Station, Pa. 17728, (800)
233-8713.

Budco adds Lemco
Budco Inc. has added Lemco tools to its
product line.
Contact: Budco Inc., 4910 East Admiral
Place, Tulsa, Okla. 74115, (800) 331-2246.

RF modems
A high-speed broadband modem ignoring vibration, translator and synthesizer
noise will be distributed by EF Data
Corp. The BCM-101 is the first of the
new line.

Contact: EF Data, 1233 N. Stadem Drive,
Tempe, Ariz. 85281, (601) 968-0447.

Verification unit

A new rack shelf designed for equipment without an attached rack mount
panel is available from CWY Electronics.
Contact: CWY Electronics, P.O. Box
4519, Lafayette, Ind. 47903, (317) 4481611.

Falcone International has introduced a
new verification unit for its autoserter
commercial insertion unit. The SVP-650
will hold 15 days of verification for 4
channels, print out data at the headend, hold information or dump by modem to acentral location.
Contact: Falcone International, P.O.
Box 3067, Marietta, Fla. 30060, (404) 4279496.

Anixter adds Catel

Remote IN

Anixter Communications has added the
Catel TM-1400 and TM-2400 modulators
to its line.
Contact: Anixter Communications, 4711
Golf Road, One Concourse Plaza, Skokie, I
II. 60076, (312) 677-2600.

A remote version of the IN
character generator system is now available
from Cable Graphic Sciencies. The software and RS-232 interface for Atari
home computers costs $499 in single
quantities. INFO/gen remote features 4
regions, 54 pages of memory, 3 text
sizes, mosaic graphics in 3colors, an international character set, variable dwell
time, simple animation, 16 background
colors, random or sequential display, a
clock/calendar and a 480-character
crawl. IN
remote-equipped machines communicate using telephone
modems.
Contact: Cable Graphic Sciences, 12345
Lake City Way N.E., Seattle, Wash.
98125, (206) 622-1888.

CWY rack

ISS modulators
ISS has begun shipping its GL-2500
SMATV and updated GL-2600 modulators. The GL-2500 is available in all standard CATV channels. The GL-2600 will
synthesize over 105 frequencies in standard, HRC or IRC channel spacing.
Contact: International Satellite Systems, 2225 Sharon Road #224, Menlo
Park, Calif. 94025, (415) 854-8987.

o-

Take a peek...

oi-

This brand new tunable

odulator is destined to
ecome an industry standard.

"oke

Introducing the CADCO 360 — the first low cost
frequency agile modulator to deliver professional CATV
quality features.
Features like phase locked high stability synthesized
oscillators, channel 2through W tuning, with SAW filters
oth standard and high frequency IF.
rid the 360 offers separate video, audio and composite IF
ts for easy scrambler interfacing.
Find out more about the low cost CADCO 360 tunable
odulator. It's in stock and ready for immediate delivery. Call

MO

3;
°:"

TELE WIRE CATV professionals today! Dial toll free
645-9510.

Le

alriage
S
'UPPLY

CORPORATION

eadquarters: 7Michael Ave. • E. Farmingdale, NY 11735
Reader Service Number 44
7; in TX 800/527-1646 (TX only 800/442-9926)
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BINE OUR
DPROVEN CONVERTER &
UNDEFEATED DESCRAMBLER
\\ INTO ONE COMPACT UNIT.
\

CONVERTER/DESCRAMBLER

Now you've got
three options!
On one hand, you can
select Eagle's field proven
converter. The industry's
most reliable converter with
more standard features than
any competitive product.
On the other, you can choose
Eagle's unbeaten descrambler. It
allows 15 tier descrambling without
losing the investment you've already
made in your present converter.
And now, if you want the best of both
products in one compact package you've
got it ...the Eagle Converter/Descrambler!
Compare these features and benefits:
• Infrared cordless remote control -ensures
effortless channel selection and fine tuning.
•Available in channel 2,3, or 4models.
• Plug-in security PROM is completely potted and
tamper proof to prevent theft of service.
• Fully compatible audio carriers allow stereo usage.
• In band sync-suppression secures Pay-TV programming.

• Descrambler
attenuates audio on
non-authorized tier preventing audio reception of
unauthorized programming.
• 15-tier descrambler will decode
any pre-determined channel or
group of channels in aprogramming tier.
•Parental-control -lets parents prevent specific channels from being watched by children.
• TV convenience outlet -remote unit permits easy
on/off set control.
•Channel recall-allows fast return to last channel viewed.
• Favorite Channel Memory -provides instant access to
the most frequently watched channels.

Z.EAGLE

11
•

e`nreirroONle, IWt

OTHER EAGLE QUALITY PRODUCTS ...Converters, Addressable Descramblers, Programmable Descramblers, Splitters, Traps,
Decoding Filters, Video Amplitude Controllers, Band Pass Elters, Channel Dropper for Batch Descrambling.
EAGLE COMTRONICS, INC. 4562 Waterhouse Road, Clay, New York 13041.
TO ORDER, CALL TOLL-FREE 800-448-7474 In New York, call 315-622-3402/In Canada, call Deskin Sales, 416-475-1412/In Europe,
call Electro Service, Brussels, Belgium, 011-32-15-209575.
Reader Service Number 45

Inner-Tite Key

WITH
UTILITY PRODUCTS'

The SUPER SAFE is ahigh security apartment closure designed and manufactured by
Reliable Electric/Utility Products to prevent Cable-TV theft.
FEATURES:

• 14 Gauge Mill Galvanized Steel
• Welded Corners
• Interlocking Cap
• No Bolts or Pry Points
• Knockouts on Bottom of Unit

DIMENSIONS:

10 sizes ranging from 8.
"
x8" to 18x24" in 6" or 8" depths.

To order, call our

• Nine-Step Finishing Process
• Inner-Me Barrel Locks
• Plywood Backboard
• Ten Sizes
• Optional Punchout for Cylinder Lock

ON11NES-+ toll free or collect
COMMUNICATIONS

WEST ANAHEIM: (714)778-4414. (800)854-0443. ANCHORAGE: (907)274-8525; DENVER: (303)373-9200, (800)841 1531;
FAIRBANKS: (907)456-1815; SEATTLE: (206)251-6760, (800)426-4821; MIDWEST CHICAGO: (312)640-1156, (800)323-6645;
DALLAS: (214)484-2933, (800)231-5006; ST. LOUIS: (314)423-9555, (800)325-8058; EAST ATLANTA: (404)449-6533, (800)
241-5790; NEW JERSEY: (201)328-0980, (800)631-9603; CINCINNATI: (513)733-9100, (800)543-0113; TAMPA: ‘813)626-7115,
(800)282-9164; CANADA !PICKERING (TORONTO): (416)839-51.92; LACHINE (MONTREAL): (514)637-3511.
IN THE U.K., CALL LONDON 01-568-1681 (TELEX 291308)
In an emergency, weekends and holidays or after 5 P.M. call toll free 1-(800)323-8167.
CORPORATE OFFICES, ANIXTER BROS.. INC., 471

Golf Road, Skokie, IL 60076, (312)677-2600
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